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The total number of those
who have succumbed to pneumonia' following attack of influenza, in this county, is about
90., Those whq have succumbed
since last Saturday are:'

,

.

H.H. Walker
proprietor of
the Walker studio, passed to the
beyond - last Saturday, He is

!

H. H. Walker,

m

pewje

Railroads and shipping are slowed down and the army cannot be
provided with means to deliver
the telling blows needed to end
the war. Without coal we shall
be without, guns and ammunition
to use against the enemy. The
man in the mine helps ' the man
on the front line. The more coal
you produce the sooner we shell
have neace. Every soldier of the
American expeditionary forces
expects to be backed up by the
miners of America just as labor
in every branch ot industry at
home has stood behind us. We
soldiers know that we can depend
upon you to do your part as we
are doing ours"
Signed ',, ,'; ",

Pershing
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It is believed that there are
CCmmiTTEE CX
fewer cases of influenza de- ' SImwihvER
veloping than during the first, of
REOD 8f
the week. While every day new
cases ' are being reported the
McKinley County has gone
off
over the top in the Fourth Linumber is gradually f allinjr
of
and it is hoped that the crest
berty loan drive, the county 's
'
the epidemic was reached the quota was $193,000 and as nearly
as can be estimated at this time
middle of the week.
Every possible precautionary the subscriptions will amount to
measure is being taken and the $250,000 and perhapes $275,000.
"keep moving" orders are being Sam Bushman, chairman of the
enforced. There was reason to loan drive for this county is ill
believe Monday morning that the at his home and the exact figures
epidemic had taken a turn for are not available.
Tne Gallup American' Coal Co.
the better, but later in the day
it was found that conditions were was a large factor in the subsThis company purno better and a public meeting criptions..
was called by the mayor to enlist chased in this county $100,000
the aid of the citizens of the town worth of the bonds and the emin stamping out what had literally ployes of the company, up to last
'
night had purchased $50,000
become a plague.
now

Mm

,

Confidence is expressed that
General Pershing's appeal will
not only check any decrease arising from the information, but
will stimulate tremendously ,the
v v
workers.
Neale, Fuel Administration.

survived by his wife, and little
daughter. Mr. Walker: with his
terday afternoon. His' mother
former business partner, C. S.
arrived
yesterday
about
to
this
city
Mishler, came
Yuku
Mrs
Magua, a Japanesse
was
He
eighteen years ago.
a it:
-j
r
iiAu
died
woman,
yesterday at Ment- ill mixx rtfr)i.nitf
mnvnwi in
more
"Mulholland. Mr. Walker was a
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs
and
helppublic spirited citizen,
Acosta died yesterday.
Henry
He
cause.
ed in every worthy
of E. ; J. Jenk-kin- s
The
daughter
his
had a host of friends and
died at Mentmore Thursdeath is a great loss to the city.
:"'
;.
day.
Burke
Robert J.
who was taIndian
A
Navajo
01 the firm of Wurm & Burke,
ken to the hospital died on Thujoined "the great .majority" on
".
rsday night.
on Tuesday. Mr. Burke came
Died last night and
to this city about 14 years ago.
this morning
He. first operated a barber shop,
Mrs. J. H. McCamant; Mrs.
for a nnmber of years. and a
John Odissio; Sister Frieda Berta
few years ago went into the jewr
of the Sacred Heart School;
elry business with Wm. Wurm.
Estani8lado Reyes; Ambrosio
a
built
splendid
The '.firm;
up
n
nnr'tionwith thatherhthrtripan. M: E.- - chureltf wafH Campos'; Leonard Tuttle'of
business. He married Mrs.
He
Ariz. Two Japanese at the
who is coal districts of the state. Not another of Tuesday 's deaths.
is trained
'leaves
who
a
miners
working
wife,
the
nli'wpre
mines whose names have not yet
left mourn his loss." Mr. Burke
were: nurse doing army work, and two been
reported to the authorities
was prominent lodge man, am- hard in the mines, but they
in
flauahtprs. the vouneest. Miss and the infantson of Mr. and Mrs
Liberty
heavily
investing
for
He
was
Elks.
them
the
ong
who spent the summer H. C. Burke.
helping the government Carrie,
'
years the head of" the fire de- bonds, maximum
fuel
of
her father. Rev.
with
here
with
a
output
partment. He was one of the
in Williams was an earnest Christheir
and
earnings
investing
Mr. and Mrs.
most popular men in Gallup and
securities that will furnish funds tian worker and will be greatly arrived the first of the week
he
and
work
all
public
helped
to maintain the American troops missed.
from Ventura, Calif, to attend
will be. greatly missed
A. Mullo, Wm Lockhardt,
in the splendid drive being made
J.
Morello
the funeral of their
Joseph
of the oanta re, H. H. Walker. The influenza
an
on
theGermans.
employee
Joseph Morello, for years one
his Margarete Kanzlaric, of Allison, was just beginning to get a start
the proprietors of the Palace in France. He is survive4 by
and sis- S. J. Walding, and Procopio in California when they left.
Bar, died Tuesday. He was a wife, mother, brothers
Garcia, died Wednesday.
native of northern Italy and ters. He was well liked and his Mrs. W. "& Datton died at the Mr. Mulholland is engaged in
drilling oil weils for the New
came to this country and to Gal- death is deplored.
of her mother Mrs. Carver'
home
were
the stockon
He
Monday
Mexicip Oil
Other deaths
lop when a young man.
She is
in this city Wednesday.
of
residents
which
holders
of
are
Sarah
Moya.
worked at the mines, but later Tiofilo Padilla,
her husband and two
survived
by
M,
wells
are
Several
this
provCandelario, ).,
city.
went,into' business and waB suc- Mrs.
children, the little girl is ill. ducing "i'n'd a number of cars of
cessful. , About twelve year? Baynolds, and
Mrs Dalton vill be ; greatly bit are being shipped monthly.
John Gregorid;' Reyriolda
ago be married Miss Jennie
friends. '
More' wells are to be put down
Elmer Mullinix, of Jola, missed by her matty
this city! He leaves his
H. McCormack of the San-- ;
W.
of
on the lease as rapidly as poswife and three children, beside K'ans.; Mrs. Pabalita. Leyba,
offices, died Wed
ta
Fe
Mrs".
freight
Mike"
Monlie,"
sible as the demand for the oil is
his neer relatives. , Joe Morello Coal Basin;
a wife, and
He
leayes
nesday.
Goal
so great that every gallon that
Basin;
was held in high esteem by all Mary Rodasoyich, of
' Losona, Matguadez brothers and sisters, one brother can be produced is sold immedFrancisco
citizen
a
was
and
him
who knew
to mourn him.
S. soldier, " and Roy being in France,
The oil from these wells
always ready to help his town, Valdez,
all. iately.
liked
well
by
a
man
He
was
is exceptionally high in gasoline
His death is a heavy loss to the Thompson, these died on SaturLaffin ,
Dr.
CA.
per centage.- v.
day and Saturday night. Roy
city. ' v
t- Dr. C.
nighDied
Thursday
by
was
The opening of these wells has
who
employed
Thomas,
Neb Madison
'
a
to
came
who
Gallup
man A. Laffin,
attracted
general attention
Nels Madison .died Sunday. the railroad was a young
Ft.
from
He little over a year ago,
throughout the oil producing secHe was the proprietor of the who srrew uo in the city.
been
had
he
where
"mother.
tions of California and every day
Mrs. E. J. Defiance
Puritan Bakery and prominent leaves his
In several auto loads of oil men visthe
government
at
Mrs
physician
Mentmore;
of
in business affairs of the city. Jenkins
'
Before going to it the wells. .
Miss Ber- - dian school.
He was a well known and high- Mitchell, of Oklahoma;
Mr. Mulholland said that he
a nave Castro, Francis Fieros, Ft. Defiance he had been physily respected man. He leaves
"
cian at other Indian scnoois. had no word from his son Cliff,
widow, who is reported ill with died on Sunday.
He was fifty-on- e
years of age who is with the 13th. Field Ar
of
Steve
Jr.
son
Cana'van
Steven
influenza.
and was born in Australia, com- tillery in France, since July.
Felix Fabro died Tuesday, af- Canavan. formerly mine opera
to this country when a young This artillery regiment took
ter Buffering a relapse following tor in this district, died Sunday. ing
this city. man. At the time of his deatn part in the American victory at
influenza. He was raised in Gal- He grew to manhood in
the
rail he was physician and surgeon Chateau Thierry and did great
N. He was employed by
lup, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
was for a term clerk of for St. Marys hospital, asiae work. No word has been re
Fabro, deceased. He spent two road and
He leaves his from h8 regular practice. Dur ceived from Cliff since this battle.
or three years in Bisbee working the school board.
the outbreak of the1. influen- Capt. Dr. H. G. Willson, who
for the Copper Queen company. wife and child and his mother, ing
J IIAMIT
ne
worsw
za
and
vtij
sister
epidemic
went from Gallup to Ft. Riley,
He returned to Gallup two years Mrs. Kate Canavan,
His wife arid child hard caring for his patients, he Kansas, a short time ago is ex
brother.
and
He
died.
his
when
parents
ago,
contracted the disease which
pected to leave for France im
went to work for P. Miocker Co. are both il.
causing
to
pneumonia
turned
David Sumerville, superintenmediately. Since going to rt.
where was employed up to his
mine died his death. He was a very highly Rilev CaDt. Willson's mother
Mentmore
the
of
his
dent
survived
is
by
He
death,an able physician.
friher home in Maryland.
Monday. He was a native of respected man
adopted sister, His '.many
' died at
Scotland and had resided in this He leaves a wile.
ends regret his death.
of, this city
He Joseph Frank Brault, private George W. Burges in
an autoJohn Golino. a young man district a number of years! ,
was
injured
limited
seriously
in
and chil- in the U. S. army
thf
Bakersfield
who grew up in Gallup,' and the is survived by his wife
to mobile accident near
all of whom are ill. Mr. service, detailed as assistant
"
past few years had been in the dren,
on
!died
the first of the week. He is in
mine the local draft board,
a
was
Sumerville
thorough
of
west
business'
Los Angeles, His
Indian trading
with Thursday night. He was, from a hospital in
town died Monday,? : He had foreman and was popular '
is reported as not very
Albuquerque and the remains condition
all who knew him., ,
States
,
Navy.
'
United
in
the.
been
.
Charles Peschell, of Allison, were shipped to that city yes hopeful.
He has two brothers in the army
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John J. Pershing
from headquarters of the first
army in France cabled awurgent
message todav to Unifed States
Fuel Administrator Harry A.
Garfield in which he said "The
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Despite the scourge of influenza which is sweeping the more coal produced the sooner
shall have peace'! the text of
state the production of coal is fwe
the cablegram was wirea imholding up much better than was mediately
to mining centers
Production
the
State
country backed
by
expected
throughout
from the
an
The
Brown.
T.
warning
urgent
Geo.
by
Manager
its mesAdministration1
in
Fuel
reports' from other parts of the
authentic
that
itself
pledged
sage
state show that some of the coal news of peace would reach all
camns.have not been hit as hard concerned through reliable sourc
es when the proper wme came,
meanwhile all were urged to be
has
and
production
County camps
of the
The
been maintained at nearly the ware of rumors. "For text
Honorable
follows
telegram
same level as before tVe appearHarry A. Garfield Fuel Adminiance of the epidemic.
strator" Let there be no shortThe mines in this county are age of coal. Lack of coal means
all working with greatly reduced limiting our war industries.
forces and there has been a" pro- Santos Cabos, and an Italian
portionate falling off of output. whose name has not been report-While the production of coal is ed, a seven year old Navajo
still fairly good according to the child, another Italian, name not
number of men in the mines, it rcported'
Walter. Wiggin ton
has fallen off about 30 per. cent SleeDer of Adamona were of
from what it was a few days Monday's victims.
.". ";.
ao-- '
Miss Katie Coretto, daughter,
With the passing of the epi- of Mr. and Mrs. Dominick Cor
She had
demic coal production will im- etto, died Monday.
climb
and
and
womanhood
to
here,
inerease
mediately
grown
back to the splendid output re- had many friends who sympacord being made before influen- thize with her parents and sisza caused sa many of tlie miners ters and brothers in their loss;
to lay off. The record this disTony Morenici Mrs. Mary
sa- Breski, a small child of Auguswas
was
highly
trict
making
tisfactory, the miners were tak- tine Garcia, and Sono, a Japaning a personal interest in seeing ese, died Tuesday.
that the district held up its part v Rev. j. E.;WilliamSrpastor of
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The meeting was held in the
street in front of the town hall
and committees were named to
perform various Junctions in caring for the sick, furnishing automobiles to transport doctors and
patients, assisting with the interments of the dead and policing the town.
The committes are as follows:
Hospital. P. C. Pinson; C. N.
Cotton; L. G,( Shanklin; James
f
Carman; Phone No. 29.'
Disinfectant:
GafneS; J.
A. Sneddeh; J. P. Petersen,
Phone No. 96 or 188.
'
Search for Afflicted and Dependants. T. E. Burnside;F. S.
Lawrence; L. Cory; J. A. Sneddon
Phone No, 33 or 96.
Police. N. Hengel;L. L. Warren; C. L. Gonzales; Wm. Grant.
Phone day No. .6, night No. 161.
Cemeteryv . Charles Ross; F.
B. Mape). Phone No. 241 or 84.
..Automobile Service. 'Martin
Gleid. Phone No. 3 or 25.
Calls for autombbies for emergencies, T. E. ,Burnside No.
;

Dr

225.

T. E. Purdy No.

3. Kirk No. 184.'

Sam

J.

192.

Lorenzi-no;-

C.

107

i

worth. Between the company
and its employes three fifths of
the total ; subscription for the
county is accounted for, The
state is subscribing for a large
amount of the loan and this
county is credited with $15,000
of the state's bond purchase,.
Whether this amount is figured
into the total for the county can
not be stated at this time. .
The influenza epidemic was a
serious draw back to the sale of
bonds to individuals as the' committees had to stop their work
just as they were beginning to
get splendid results. Notwithstanding this drawback the
to the loan" continued
to come in much, better than
could be expected under such unusual circumstances.
It is suggested that those who
were prevented from getting in
their subscriptions for the bonds
take the amount they intended
to subscribe and purchase War
Saving Stamps. ,The bond drive
ends tonight and by buying
stamps the government will get
the immediate use of the money
that is so much needed, to bring
the war to a speedy and
.A few hours yet remain in which to subscribe for
bonds and if you intend to subscribe get busy before the drive
is declared ended.
.

,

,

subs-criptio-

ns

A. Carrington ..No.
Gus Kahn No.; 124, L. N. Cafy
No,106 Guy Green No. 291.
as
Business was restricted
much as possible to prevent people from mingling on the streets
and the emergency police were
given orders to prevent persons of hands" to do all that had to be
from congregating on the corn- done and more volunteers are
ers or in the stores that had to needed. There is much work to
be kept open. The banks adopt- be done in caring for so many
ed short banking hours and sev sick people and every bit that
eral places of business closed up
can do for the sick at
until the epidemic is declared this time is needed. Many of
o.verwith. Special police have the women who have been
been stationed on the roads leadare com- at the hospital
Mwr-unnecesto
town
into
prevent
will
ing
pletely worn out and others
and
travel
desiring
people
sary
have to volunteer.
to visit the outlaying country or Word comes from the Navajo
mining camps must' secure per- reservation that some of the In
mits from the clerk at the dians are down with influenza.
au
other
Town Hall or
There are many cases at the
People who school at Ft. Defiance among the
thorized parties.
are convale3ing from influenza children.
.
are being kept off the streets as To assist here with the influenmuch as possible.
za patients Dr. LuarK of Denver
on
through
Dr.
traveling
People
Dr. Haymann of Raton and
warned
not
are
trains
arhave
passanger
Moulter of- tfehoboth
to come over into town and the rived arid are treating the sick
town people are kept away from at the hopitals and at the homes.
the Harvey house dum.g the
Governor Lindsey is calling a
time trains are at the station.
election for Nov. 5th. to
The emergency hospital at the anDiri
member of the state se
school building has had all the elect a
from this county to nil tne
patients it could care for during nate
the death of
the week. Public spirited men vacancy caused by A. Gordon.
John
and women have volunteered as State Senator
candidates for
for
Nominations
nurses and to give such other
will
.ee
important
assistance at the emergency hos- this
executbe made by the
pital as possible, but with this probably
ot
partica,
committees
ive
help there has been a shortage
victor-ibus,en- d.
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About the War

,

tath Eouscs of the gpaaloh FaOp
meat win moot Oct 11.
Spanish Influensa Is again spreading throughout Swltserland.
Tbe Portuguese government has declared a state ot siege for all Porte
fnese territory.
MILITARY ACADEMY It TO RI
France has broken off the
UTILIZED TO THE PULL LIMIT
diplomatic relations which have
existed In Finland.
DURING THE WAR PERIOD.
Nlsh, tbe capital of Serbia, has been
occupied by entente forces, the Berlin
war office announced Sunday.
mftutun ti vrr mctiimto
The Frankfort Zeltung stats, that
among the reforms tbe German emperor Intends to renounce to the right Aviation Students to Learn the Aero-batie-a
to declare war.
Quickly or Net at All War
During the month of September S48
Department Compels the Making of
German airplanes were destroyed on
Clinical Thermometers.
the western front, It was officially an

Heavy German attacks east of the
Argonne early today were broken up
by American counter attacks.
Tbe Germans are evacuating the
Chemln Dee Dames under tbe converging attacks touth and west of It

nounced In London.
The Wolff News agency ot Berlin
issued an official denial ot the report
which bad become current In Germany
that Emperor William Intended to ab-

i
dicate,
"The speed ot the German reply Is
Indicative of the anxiety the Germans
feel for the safety ot their rapidly reNorth-cliff- e
French troops bare captured the treating army," said Viscount
in London.
town of Roulers In Belgian Flanders
France is unanimously determined
and also 2,500 prisoners, according to
not to negotiate with Germany until
the official announcement.
comLaon, the last ot tbe group of nat- the tatter's power to do barm is
ural obstacles forming the keystone of pletely ended, It was
the German defense In France, has announced In Paris, t
been taken without a fight.
The French Cabinet has decided as
Tbe Serbian army has advanced to a necessary national defense measure
within six miles ot Nlsh In tbe face of to Introduce a bill providing governresistance, ac- mental control of all French railways
heavy Auatro-Germaone year after
cording to advices received In London. during hostilities and
peace.
In coniunctlon with Italian troops,
One hundred and fifty lives ware
the French captured and passed beoclost
of
in Saturday's earthquake in Port
Serre
south
and
8issonne
yond
Rico, it is estimated by Governor
cupied the village of Monceau-les-LeupYager. Almost every town in tbe Island
reports damaged property and
Doual
"British troops bare occupied
fatalities.
prison, have captured Montrecourt, scattering
American
soldiers to the number of
the
and
Des
Querchln
Faubourg
when the British
366
364
to
or
of
perished
Flers," according
greater part
armed mercantile cruiser Otranto and
Gen. Haig's statement
collided in the
In tbe Champagne the French and the transport Kashmir
Scotland and
north
channel
between
of
tbe
Americans, joining hands north
Ireland Sunday, Oct. 6.
Argonne In the Grand Pre gap, have
The resignation of Prince Maximiloccupied the Grand Pre station, while
patrols are said to have entered that ian of Baden as German imperial
chancellor is probable, according to
town itself.
from Holland.
They quote
reports
it
Peace talk pervades the air, but
as saying
to falling on deaf ears as far as the the Berlin National Zeltung
is regardarmlet in tbe field are concerned. In the chancellor's retirement
as inevitable.
tead of a relaxation in the intensity ed in certain circles
Canadian
The
casualty list Issued at
of the iignung, new nosuuues on
what seemingly is a major scale are Ottawa, contains the following among
Wounded:
J.
being carried out by the British, names of Americans:
French and Belgians in Belgian Flan-dor- H. Bas, San Bernardino, Cal.; H. Wallace, Colorado Springs, Colo. ; C. Krug-stad- t,
.

seml-offlclall- y

n

s.

attacked Monday morning on a wide
front In Flanders. The allied troops
are driving in the general direction of
Ghent and Courtrai. The attack seems
to be generally from ComlneS to the
northward. Tbe troops of the three
nations went over the top after a
"crash" bombardment only.
German forces have abandoned Laon
and the whole St.' Gobaln region.
The French, after reoccupying Laon,
have pressed on until their line now
runs from the Oise river above La
Fere to the eastern end of Chemln des
Dames. The Germans have reached
what is known as the Hundlng or
Brunhilde line in their retreat
A Western
A bint that Berlin would soon be
the scene of as many air raids as London has experienced was contained in
a letter written by Lieut. J. a. lwis
Gower to his mother, Mrs. John H.
Gewer of Denver. Lieutenant Gower
is an aviator of the British Royal Flying forces.
Forty thousand sailors at the Great
Lakes Naval Training station near
Chicago received news of President
with
Wilson's .reply to Germany
cheers. . At every regimental headquarters there was wild rejoicing at
the prospect that they would see service "over there" before tbe end of tbe
Since tbe beginning of the epidemic
in army camps the total cases of
reported Is 250,020; pneumonia, 35,465, and deaths 10,741.
Tbe wool crop of the United States
for 1918 totals 290,000,000 pounds, S.
W. McClure, secretary of the National
Wool Growers' Association, announced
ai Ban ijuav. iut vivy ww
of $170,000,000, according to Mr. McClure.

Washington

President Wilson has answered
proposal with a decision
which not only fulfills the expectations
of supporters of diplomacy, but also
dispels the fears of those who predicted he would substitute victories at
No
arms with defeats at diplomacy.
peace with kaiserism; autocracy must
go; no armistice can even be thought
of while Germany continues her atro-citie-s
on land and sea; one cannot bo
considered unless it fully is dictated
by the allied commanders in the field
In such terms as absolutely provide
safeguards nd guarantees that Germany's part will not be a scrap of
In a few words, is tbe President's answer.
The Turkish peace note received
Monday follows closely the line of the
German and Austrian peace notes. It
was delivered by the Spanish ambas-

"

sador.

''"

Wellington Koo, wife of the
Chinese minister, died from pneumonia, which followed an attack of
111
Spanish Influensa. She had been
Sirs,.

about

a

wteek

There can be no peace short of unconditional surrender, Gov. Frank O.
Lowden of Illinois declared In a
speeeh at the dedication of the Illinois
centennial monument

Baker, Ore.; H. A. Cannell,
South Bend, Wash.; C. J. Ruslow,
Bloomfield, Neb.; P. A. Disney,
Wash.; M. Wiley, Cheyenne,
Wyo.; T. Gordon, Seattle, Wash.;1 F.
Gold thorp, Helena, Mont; A. Labay.
Arlington, 8. D., and C. Haltert, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Ta-com- a,

'

Sporting Hews

Denver
Pitts,
sporting promoter, has signed up with
the radio corps and will soon be on bis
way to a training school, probsbly at
Fort Collins.
George (Swede) Anderson, star of
the Denver University football squad,
and regarded as the best all around
player developed In Colorado In recent
years may yet be lost to the Ministers'
eleven this season. Called to the
service In the early September draft,
then notified that he would not be
needed, Anderson enlisted in the
naval reserves, and while awaiting
summons from this branch entered
school, and has been working out with
the D. U. team. Now he has received
another call from draft. board No. '4
to entrain for Fort McArthur, Cal.,
Eddie

well-know- n

Oct. 21.

,

General
During last week the allies captured
more than 15,500 prisoners, It was es-

timated Friday. Their total captures
since July 18 now amount' to more
than 600,000.
Restriction of war marriages In Germany is demanded by the Nex Saxon
church paper.
King George, Queen Mary and
Queen Mother Alexander Monday reAmericeived a party of twenty-fiv- e
can editors at Sandrlngham, the estate of the royal family in Norfolk.
Vasell Radoslayoff, who resigned
the Bulgarian premiership last June,
has fled the Bulgarian capital disguised as a German officer. This
news is contained in advices received
from Sofia,
Miss Erma Loylsa Shaw, daughter
of Leslie M. Shaw, former secretary
of the treasury, died of pneumonia
while en route to France as a Red
Cross nurse, according to a cablegram
from Falmouth, received at San Francisco by ber parents.
An amendment to tbe explosives
laws of tbe United States went into
effect Oct. 1, covering the sale, possession and use of platinum, Iridium,
palladium and compounds thereof. Tbe
use, sale or possession of these metals
is now prohibited except when a license for such use, sale or possession
has been obtained from the War Industries Board at Washington.
When the $6,000,000,000 goal of the
Liberty loan workers of the country
is reached then will the efforts of the
women ot the country in war work be
appreciated. With their entire heart
and soul In the work ' of whipping tbe
Kaiser, tbe women throughout the
country during the last three weeks
every nook
have been
and cranny of this, big country In
search of Liberty Loan subscribers. It is estimated that at least 200 maare new
jor league baseball players or
navy,
in the service of the army
Including those who enlisted la
g

ltll
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Washington. The acting secretary
of war has approved the recommendations of General March, chief of staff,
to graduate the two upper classes at
the United States Military academy on
November 1, and to authorise a one-yecourse at West Point for the remainder of the war. It la proposed to
utilise this valuable and expensive
Institution, the war department announces, to the limit during the period
of the war. The number ot cadets
graduated each year from West Point
Is now only about 200. Under the new
system It will be possible to graduate
1,000 officers a year.
Vacancies resulting from the graduation of the two upper classes will be
filled by the war department If possible, by the admission on November
1, 1018, of qualified candidates. Appointments will be made In tbe usual
way through senators and representatives In congress, and other customary
The war department dechannels.
sires that candidates to be admitted
on November 1 shall be not under
eighteen years of age on that date.
ar

As the result of sn Investigation by
the war department following the
failure of the medical department to
obtain a supply of clinical thermometers except at what were considered
exorbitant prices, tbe general staff has

ordered 18 manufacturers In different
parts of the country to furnish about
068,000 of the Instruments, which are
urgently needed here and abroad.
Under these orders the war department will not only take the entire
stock of clinical thermometers now
manufactured, but will require the factories to produce In large quantities
for 20 weeks. The compulsory order
specifies that the entire quantity must
be delivered by February 10, 1019.
The price of clinical thermometers
has advanced In the past year from 25
cents and 80 cents to 60 cents and 60
cents each. The Investigations of the
military authorities disclosed a combiand
nation between tbe
the makers of thermometers.
The prices to be paid by the government for the 668,000 thermometers
which have been requisitioned will be
fixed by the wsr department board of
appraisers.
glass-blowe- rs

One undertaking In connection with
the registration of more than 18,000,-00- 0
men for the draft, September 12,
Is Illustrated by figures by Provost
Marshal General Crowder. A statistician In tbe provost marshal's office
has calculated that If all the printed
forms distributed since August 7 In
connection with the work of registration, classification snd mobilisation
were placed In a pile ten feet square
It would tower above the ground to a
height of 887 feet, or more than one
and a half times the altitude of Wash-

and

mlllfan

ffvara ivhn lac

the loop tt altitudes of
feet, who
do nose dives, atta
tod other
threats and eeemlnc'-- y tlvoUrxe evolutions, learn to accompUca thtce feats
In sewn or eight hours or they never
learn them at all. For the mastery of
airplane acrobatics does not require
the time that to requisite to train a
'
performer for a circus.
this
receive
Instruction,
Cadet flyers
which Is called the acrobatic stage, toward the end of their training and after they have become masters of their
machines and possess absolute-- cone
O
trol.
they could not acquire the knack of throwing their machines In and but of these whirls and
loops. And, by the way, some of them
never do. Because a cadet becomes
master of bis plane, tt does not Inevitably follow that he can "stunt" He
may not be fitted for tt temperamentally ; he may lack the head or the heart
or the stomach for It If that be so,
then he most abandon acrobatics. Those
who like It stick to it end thus It happens that frequently these stunt flyers become the sees In actual combat
In France, because fights In the air are
mora or less games of tag; and tbe
more artful the dodger the greater are

srs

thai-wis-

bis chances.
The course In acrobatics Is not
chosen because It Is showy or spectacular, It to as much a part of a
cadet's training as pursuit work,
or bombing. It is designed
to inspire the student with confidence
In his ship and In his ablUty; to teach
htm the feel of dangerous positions la
the air; to actually get Into them and
out of them safely, and to general to
demonstrate to him how much may be

accomplished by the proper and skillful handling of bis plane.
The greatest care Is taken In choosing Instructors for this work and In
selecting the ships or plsnes to be
used. Expert riggers are assigned to
check the augment of the planes used
sfter each flight
At Kelly field, Texas, there Is a
special stage for the Instruction and
to insure safety for the cadets and
their instructors. Others not flying in
this stage of Instruction sre required
to keep entirely away from the territory over which the stunts are being
A severe Density Is atperformed.
tached to the slightest Infringement ot
No student or Inthis regulation.
structor is allowed to stunt under 2,000
feet, and practically all of the work
In the acrobatic line to done between
2,000 and 4,000 feet
When S student reports to tbe stags
for instruction, he Is assigned to s
teacher who at the first opportunity
takes him and performs the requisite
evolutions. The student Is then given
the control and directed to repeat the
maneuver. After the third or fourth
trial he Is usually able to perform to a
creditable manner. However, In no
case does the Instructor allow a student to fly alone Unless he shows himself well qualified.
When a student Is sent Into tbe sir
he Is directed to follow a definite
course In gaining his altitude; to turn
over his sector, and, If at a sufficient
altitude, to do his stunts. It may bs
that be will have been directed to do
s one-tur- n
spin, five
spin, a two-turloops and three Immelmsnn turns.
Upon returning to the ground he reports to his instructor, who has carefully watched the execution of the
stunts and who offers appropriate criticism and suggestions. This Is repeated
several times, and before the student
Is transferred he again goes up with
the Instructor, who estimates whether
the former Is qualified to .advance to
the next stage.
,,
n,

'

Troops for the Slavic legion which
to be a part of the United States,
ington monument.
soon be recruited under regAltogether 'there' have been printed army will
ulations just promulgated by President
and shipped out, since August 7,
men
forms of all kinds, weighing Wilson. The officers and enlisted
be
will
In
these
In
the
regiments
4,300,000 pounds, and measuring,
Csecho-Blav- s
and Ruthenlana. : If
aggregate, 88,787 cubic feet A total
be1 comof 44,000 mall sacks were used to carry practicable, companies willsame race
the
of
of
members
of
The
matter.
posed
this vast quantity,
plan of organisation will be
largest number of sacks shipped In a and this as
followed
far as can be In the larger
These
was
1328.
weighed
day
single
units battalions and regiments.
about 88 tons.
Enlisted ben for the Slavic legion
If these forms were placed In" one
inducmall train '143
postal cars will be obtained by voluntary
of the
would be required and the train would tion from smong the members
resimiles Ion j;. races mentioned. They must be
be one and
United
the
of
cttlxens
but
not
exdents
would
the
forms
Placed end to end,
to the draft
tend 68,044 miles more than twice States and. not subject
Enlistments in coal mining regions will
the distance around the earth.
not be authorised. Volunteers for this
legion will be forwarded by draft
such
tomatoes
of
cans
Many sample
manner
as are used In the army have been boards to depots In the usual
found by the Inspection branch of the and will be sent' from there to Camp
Wadsworth, South Carolina.
subsistence
division, quartermaster
s
corps, to be filled only to
The weather bureau will publish In
of an Inch of the top, although weighNational Weather and Crop BulleIts
amount
Instructions
the
requisite
ing
'
a series of charts showing for the
tin
of
issued
that
been
have
regardless
to
'filled
be
country east of the Rocky mountains
weight, the cans must
esrll-es- t
s
of an Inch of the the southward progression of the
within
total
and
the
Une
t
killing-frosdate
top. If the cans are not filled to withthe
to
frost
covered
area
to
killing
by
to
there
Inch
of
the
an
in half
top
are
charts
These
Issue.
each
of
date
be a readjustment of prices and under
and
no circumstances, It Is announced, will expected to be of much interest
value, as they will Indicate the time of
underfilled cans be sent overseas.
season for
It bas been calculated that If hls the ending of the growing
various
In
the
this
summer
year
s
crops
were
of an Inch
saving of
sections of the country.
made In nil cans of tomatoes purMuch loss Is caused at times by
chased by the army for a year, it
417,000
would equal
cases, costing early frosts and Interest Is unusually
great this year because of the possabout $1,500,000. The saving of
the
used In the can would equal ibility of frost damage affecting
food
supply.
feet
7,000,000
square
about
Is

Jugo-Slav-

s,

60-fo-

two-thir- ds

three-fourth-

three-eighth-

three-eighth-

tin-pla- te

German prisoners are being used In
the construction of homes for Belgian
refugees In the village which the
American Red Cross Is building near
Havre, France, for families who were
driven from their country by the German Invasion.
Many such prisoners
also have been put to work In the
surrounding
fields In tbe section
Havre. They have harvested wheat
and other crops, thus lessening the
burden on the women and very old
men who have been operating the
farms while tbe young and vigorous
males are fighting at the front ; '
,

To test the present health ot the
nation's children, the child welfare
committee of the council of national
defense throughout the country has
weighed snd measured more than
com6,500,000 babies. Hundreds of
mittees, endeavoring to meet the needs
revealed by this test have employed
public-healt- h
nurses, opened Infant
'
welfare stations,
Ja England, since the beginningdeathof
the present .war, the Infantile
rate has been reduced alas points below the mortality among American
children of the asms ages.
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BRITISH CAPTURE MININ
THOUROUT, KEY TO
RAILWAYS.

AND

Qwa

THOUSANDS

I had taken
a number of medi
does which did me
no good Ons 6
III I read about Ly&a
E.Ptakham'sVexe.
tableComMDndani
what it had done for

S
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TAKEN IN PLANDERS
YANK CRUSH RESISTANCE.
Westers Nawapapar Ualea Nawa Sarnie
The British
London, Oct
a aimv ftrhtinc In Flanders, has
reached L Chate, on the Courtrai-Inu
has
and
eapturea
gelmunster road,
iii.ua r Oullncham and Heule. The
Be-ra-

I tries

women

n

British have advanced to the outskirts
of Courtrai ' This announcement was
mata h- tha war offiOS. Which alSO
corroborated the Belgian and Frenoh
successes In Flanders.
ninna tha mornlnc of October 14 the
allies have taken 12,000 prisoners, and
more than 100 guns in me opemuwa
h natrium. In addition to occupying
Menln, the British have entered Werrloa and are standing on ue na
bank ot the Lys. ,
The entente forces In Belgium ana
Vranea continue successfully to drive
tha anamv bflfnre them. In Belgian
Flanders the advance Is somewhat rap- Id, but on all the sectors In France ine
Germans are fighting with desperation
to hold back their foes.
wedare that is being driv
Tha
en by the Belgian, British and French
troops In Flanders now threatens seriof
ously the tenure by the enemy
muT noaltlona In north Belgium irom
the Lys river to the sea, including his
submarine and other bases along the
sal-lecoast, while to the south the Lille
gradually to being enmeshed and
doubtless soon will receive attention
fmm tha nlncara. which are being
oiled for the task of reclaiming this
important tract of territory as tar as
Valenciennes for France.
Maanwhila the French and American
forces are struggling valiantly forward
In their drive northward irom mo
Champagne region into the country
over which the Germans must eneci
a retirement to their own border In
the event of a final debacle. As has
been the case always since the often-aivhparan. the Germans are vigorous
ly defending their positions, using In
numerable machine gun aeiacnmenu
in endeavors to hold their ground.
To the west the French are slowly
closing' In upon Bethel, on their way
to Mesleres, being only two miles distent from the town. West ot Grandpre
they have effected further crossings
About 800 Germans
Of the Alsne.
were taken prisoner In this fighting.
In Flanders the British have taken
the important railway center of Menin.
d
Tbourout has fallen and the
has almost been won.
Numerous towns have been recaptured
numby the allied forces and large
bers of prisoners have been taken.
Many guns slso have fallen Into the
hands of the allies. The capture of
Thourout completely outflanks the
German submarine base at Ostend and
brings the allied troops within ten
miles of Bruges, whence tbe railroad
line runs northward to Zeebrugge,
base in the
Germany's other
::
North sea.,;
Reports are to the effect that the
Germans are withdrawing what is left
of their forces in the north, both naval
and. military- In Albania' the Italians 'have occupied the Austrian naval base ot
on the Adriatic, while in Serbia
the allied forces are continuing to
press the enemy troops north ot Nlsh.
-

'

and harkarhe and
ftMroeered, I gained Jm
Snchuud fserfmrit so T emn honestly
T.lla Plnkham'a Vara.
to acy woman who Is
Adslintb B.
Sfftejrailwss. irs.
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LrwMPlaat.FrovldsR.L
usrvonsnsoa are symp-

Baekacbe and
toms or nature's warnings, which in
dieate a functional fflitorbanee or aa
aps into a more serious ailment
otnea In this condition should not
sontimu to fflrag along wiuoui naip, ova
profit by Mrs. Lynch's experience, and
try this famous root and herb remedy,
LycUa
ound-snd

Vasptsile
I Pinknam's
for special advice write to
Comp-

LyrnaE. Pmkhamed. Co.. Lynn, Mass.
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SCHOOL

Each Day Qlvea Opportunity to Learn
m alaui I aaaan. Swan Thauah
nd Is Near.'

We did not ask to be bom and have
our names entered In the school of
life but here we sre willing or unwilling pupils, which to ltt' Are w
learning Ufa's lessons cheerfully gladly, optimistically at do we. chafe and
There are
fume and fret and worry
so many lessons and life to so short
livery day aur wonder increases at
our Father's new-fallingoodness j
at the discovery of new virtues and
powers to some life where they have
long been dormant or la some new
beauty of this wonderful world that
we had long viewed with nnseelng
eyes. We need hearing ears and seeing eyes If we would acquire knowledge In the school of life. We need te
pea our hearts CM ware) every morning and say: "Lord make ine teachable
g

today."

"My aged grandfather often said to
mo; "George, I learn something new
every day." Ah I Is not every day a
fresh age of life? Is It not half tbe
charm of life to know that each dewy
morning Is a door opening Into a won
derful Held where we have nut yet
walked: where the flowers of knowl
edge bloom, and there are new tasks
to be
swatting us and new lessons
learned? Exchange.
'
Secure,
A former sergeant who had Just
been "busted" and who carried fresh
l,
In his mind memories of s
Was lifted wounded from the
field hospital In
ambulance
'
France. He was grinning,
one stripe
he
"here's
"Well,"
said,
they cant take away from me."
joort-martla-

it i

,

'

', Her Way..
Stella Are you saving money?
Bella Well, every day I tblnk of
more things I don't bny.,j,

PROHIBITED

State Board of Heslth Takes Drastle
Stop to prevent Spread of '
Spanish Influensa.
Denver, Oct. 16. An official order
prohibiting every kind of gathering
throughout the state for the duration
of the epidemic of Spanish Influensa
was issued by the State Board of
Health, meeting in the office of Dr.
Brio E. Kennedy in the capitol buildening. The order will be strictly
forced to the full extent of tbe polios
powers of the board, which, it Is under
stood, Include the state constabulary.
To give added authority to the action of the board .the governor will
issue an executive order embodying
board's
the provisions of the health
' '
"
resolution.
'
This action follows that of tht
health board of the city of Denver,
which ordered that there should bs
no public meetings of any kind In Denver, either Indoors, or in the open.
The order of both city and 'state prohibits meetings of every nature, eves
social gatherings at private homes.'Pueblo Prisoner Kills Jailer.
Pueblo. Colo. W. W. Green, turn
key at the county jail here, was shot
and killed by Clifford Sprouls, negro
held on charges of burglary. Sproull
then made bis escape from Jail, bul
later was captured by sheriff's of
fleers, thrown from a 'barn wlndoi
and returned to his cell. v
Send Christmas Gifts by Oct 28.
Christmas paokagei
Washington.
for American soldiers In Siberia
should be In the malls before Oct. 25
the War Department announces.
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are two people In this town good enough to be
zramea in goia meaning an army officer and his wife. That they live In
the suburbs of Vanity Fair signifies no more than the mere tack of money and
a omy mentioned because of the thin
Jbat money cannot buy in these days
f enlistments and war work house
lelp. Ton mustn't say servants ally

Smilgfl
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building locked night or day was the
Plain gray clothing was
substituted for convict stripes' and the Sometimes Nature Seems
Square Things Up
use of the whip was prohibited. In
waa a "red seal" young woman, from bronze ties to a
place of negative measures, order, seplume that was as
SHE
curity and obedience were obtained by
superior to the feather of
the positive measures of attractive inrone proviaea a princess baa one is above the Door alrl who earhera
food, light, airy quarters, clean and
faggots in the wood (see movies). But
comfortable beds, reasonable, kind
ne was not pretty. And she was so
treatment and greater privileges. Durthin that even her gimp failed to hide
ing the day on the work the constant
bones that no
crow
menace of the gun was removed an
would care to pick.
The really surprising thing about
her was that she should be riding in
a street car when her place was so
obviously behind her chauffeur in a
machine that cost as much as a house,
She was haughtily erect, and on
her face was such concentrated yearn
ing, as If she were looking at some
unattainable treasure that she would give her life to own, that another woman,
who had been enviously staring at the bronse slippers, the plume and all the
n
clothes of her, followed the gaze of the princess to see, for
stylish
herself, what royalty could be craving that royalty couldn't get Then she
commissary.

Jul'.'--

to

A Public Blessing.

It's itrange that no Inventor
Has thought of this before
A folding-be- d
that closes up
Should Ha incumbent snore.

Was a "Cad Study."
"I must luive a part for Flossie Fan
toe. Ip the Inst revue she used to sny
'Hurrah for the prince 1' Couldn't you
write that Into this play?"
"There is no prince in this play. We
might have her say. 'Hurrah, boys!
Here comes the handsome coptaln!"
"I don't think she could learn as long
a part as that." London Answers.

Busy Days.
"There have been some changes In
the styles lately."
"Yes," replied the designer, "and it
has been hard work to keep getting
up new styles In the little time we
had left from regular work."
"What waa the regular work?"
-understood, for:
uewnting price tags to keep up
On the opposite side of the car sat the faggot girl who had flown the with the cost of material."
woods long enough to make a date with a flamboyant youngster- - whom she
doubtless called "her feller." She was tawdry of dress. One cheek was
Rather Obtuse.
"What have the Gadspurs named
pouched out with chewing gum. The cord that strung the
pearl
around her neck was
and her knuckles were grimy. But her cheek, their country home?"
"
when it got a show, was the oval that Greek Phidias put on his statues. Het
neck was like the snow drift that distinguished Annie Laurie. Her skin was
"Ruther a pretty name."
of the velvety pink of roses that grow in memory's garden. Her teeth were
"Yes, but they have confided to in
white splendors. And her eyes were midnight suns. All that and some more, timate friends that the significance of
Nature, in a freak of extravagance, had squandered enough beauty on the the name 8eems to be ,08t on gome
faggot girl to have gone around among a dozen, and then. In an economic nt tbe,r reIt,ves who think nothing of
UnA 1rlMA1
staying all summer."
uau
nsuuiyvu vu uiv yuur uear priuccBS
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Repairing Concrete Road in Georgia.
nw men womeu uuuer me ioremen a

Not All Soldiers

men "on the chain" Immediately after
the evening meal, In this camp they
were permitted to remain outside the
building, reading, smoking, ' playing
quoits or baseball until dark, or in the
messroom to enjoy a phonograph which
was provided for them. Saturday afternoons,, during the summer, were holidays, and the time was devoted to
baseball and other games.
Minor Infractions of the rules, disobedience and unsatisfactory work
were punished by dementing the offender. When the number of such de-

Seem

Inclined

to "Talk Shop"

"Who is the greatest actor you ever

saw?"

r

replied the
has little trouble starting a conversation with soldier boys, and every ont manager of the new opry house at
ONE them talks mighty
Interestingly about everything except the war If one Crimson Gulch. "He can sit In a pokwill permit them. For Instance, I ran into a husky sergeant who wanted to er game and keep aayin' 'that's good'
with an expression on his face that 'ud
talk about babies. He said that he
make you think he was really enjoyln'
knew babies had a good deal more
hlsself." J
lense than folks gave them credit for.
r
As proof of this he declared that his
brother-in-laA Mean Explanation.
whom, of course, I never
Bliss Oldgirl Mr. Jones said how
had heard of before, and don't know
MBY KNEW
well my raven hair suited me.
now, had a
lad who was
MIMUCHT
Miss Pert He meant with your
lust as smart as anybody. Yes, sir,
when the soldiers went Into the army,
crow's feet.
more than a year ago, the baby bid
htm good-by- ,
and the other day, when
8URE THING.
the soldier came back, that baby knew
him right away. As to the war say.
did you ever notice how cross a kid is when it Is cutting its teeth, and do you
suppose those Germans who killed babies ever were human beings. He
reckoned not, and for that reason he waa dead anxious to get across and do his
bit by knocking the daylights out of some of those baby killers.
None the less interesting Is the fellow who has tried to get into the army
ana raiiea. x met one of tnese, too. He told me that he had been put Into
class o, ana snowea me ms cara, too. He found, however, that if he loafed
around the depot he could meet a lot of men who had seen actual service or
who were on their way to the trenches, who had a great many
Interesting
tnings to ten nim.
And not the least interesting of everything one sees about the station
are the girl war workers, who come, with smiling Hps, to "do their bit" They
smile, I say, which shows that they arrive without knowing the current prices
oi room ana noara.
"Three-Finge-

SA

two-year-o-

merits exceeded the established limit
the convict was returned to the county
headquarters camp to be placed again
under the more rigid discipline of one
of the other camps.
Attempted escape would have been punished in a
similar mannar. hut It waa nnnnraaaarv
to administer any punishment lor this
j
T
cause during the ten months tne camp
ji'was under observation.
The full measure of the success of
the system of discipline Is realised
when It Is understood that no attempt
was made to hold the men by rewards
of money or allowances of "good time'
greater than those granted to other
county convicts. The only measure of
this kind was the granting of the customary ration of tobacco. This was Had More Than Their Share of Servant Problem
used at the rate of about
pound per convict per week.
WO Frenchwomen, wives of members of one of the French commissions
The morale of the force was
lent With few exceptions the men 1 sent to Washington by their government since the United States entered
were content with the treatment they the war, were riding home on the street car the other night The voices of the
women, although modulated, attracted
received, and freely expressed their
the attention of passengers near by, as
appreciation of it, not only In words,
any loreign tongue will. There is al
but In a willingness to work and a
ways something tantalizing In hear
prompt response to orders, such as is
ing someone talking brightly while you
observed seldom in convict camps.
yourself are utterly unable to understand a thing that persons says.
NETWORK OF ROADS NEEDED
Persons on the car listened, but
very few, indeed, were able to underConnection Between Centers of Popustand a word.
Women looted curilation Embraolng Farming Die.
ously at each other, and would have
trlcts la Favored,
paid another fare, I'll bet, to have been
able to understand what the French
What is needed throughout the land
7 Is a network of- - highways connecting women were talking about Was it the wart Was it of heroes and heroines 1
Or the sacrifices of their native lend for freedom?
R eenters of population and embracing
It' was the servant problem 1
so
districts
be
will
it
that
ltthe farming
Xhey were not troubled much by Inability to get domestics, It seemed.
to
to
matter
go from farm
St in easy
'
v.
.. ..
town, and from town to town all the Their trouble was this:
to apeak English but Imperfectly, they were having
able
themselves
Being
year round. Of course, for years to
; v come, we must depend on the con l dreatful time, they said, to make their servants understand what thej
'
nntetf done.
mon dirt road to help us.
i

".

Acting.

j

'

Sara,"

,

-

one-quart-er

f

-

Announcement of the Issuance of a
pardon to Benito Lovato was made at

the executive offices.
Three fires in forty-eigh- t
hours'
time in Tucumcarl in a week have resulted in the setting on foot of an Investigation by the authorities.
Another Bernalillo county boy fig
ures in the casualty lists. He is Gas
par Candelaria, 26 years old, of Los
Candelarias, who Is reported wounded

D. Lucas of Clovis was
ported killed In action in France.

re

The names of the following New
Mexico boys appear in the official cas
ualty list issued by the War Depar
ment: Manuel N. Gallegos, Centra.
and Charles A. Garner, Las Vega
killed in action; Osci J. Balnum (ma
rine;, ci'uevue, wounaea, degree unde
termined, previously reported miss
Ronald
McRae,
log;
Farmlngton
wounded severely; Marcos Martinez,
San Marclal, missing in action; Mar
tin Mora, San Antonio, missing la ac

final

rosTnutuuiui oo. buffalo,
Small Pin
Small Does
Small Prlc

r

f

1 1

k r.

a v.

IVER

FOR

CONSTIPATION
have stood the teat of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
headache, Indigestion snd to
clear up a bad complexion.

PALE
FACES
a lick
GtatraUy
Indlcmla

of Iron in tha Blood

Carter'sIronPilb
Will halp this condition

DON'T KILL Y03R CATTLE
BY DRENCHING
Salta and oil are DANGEROUS.
Few cattle die of constipation; many of

PARA LYSIS of the bowels. Give

LAXOTONIO

Poaltlratf
dry on tha tonsrue.
praTenta and overcomea both,
Kxcellent for loea of ajppatita.
AT OUR DKALCRS

or Postpaid 50 Oente,

Send for price list of Bed lolnte.
Conault DB. DAVID BOBBETS
about all animal fcllmeuta.
tnforiuutlon free. Oet a MM codt of Tka CiHte
aaeiallat" with full buoraiatloa on IkorlMa la Cm
N. DAVID HOIEITttlT. CS, 100 tnai ,, iMkatln. Wis.

t

1

Enquire for the
Merer Break Trace
Ooaranteed

Wo
ALT ALT A nation'
Brlee,ahlBBMat. Sellable.

I

J.H.WILSON
SADDLERY CO,
DENVER

'

loads, aar railroad
Write or wire aaanUt

alataiac,,aellaai,tsa,

Golden 8poun Handicap.

"I presume this great artist once
Starved In a hall bedroom, as most
men of genius are supposed to do early
In their careers?"
No. Strange to say, his people
were wealthy.

I

think

he

deserves all

the more credit for hlachlevements."
"Why so?"

"He won fame without ever missing
a meal or having his trunk confiscated
by a
landlady."
i
',
hard-hearte- d

Red Croat Bsc Bine makes tha laandrean
happy, make clothes waiter than
All gooa grocers. Adv.
A Land of Mourning.
At dinner parties in France no flow
era are now seen on the dinner tables
and people never go
This custom of "no flowers" always
prevails among families In mourning,
and as long as French territory Is la
the hands of Invaders a "deult da
pays" will be observed. London
arm-in-ar-

tion.
Jack Fall; aged 33, only son of Unit press.
ed States Senator and Mrs. Albert B.
ImtMirtent ta Mathava
Examine carefully every bottle at
Fall, died at Carrizozo following an at
tack of grip, which developed into CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
double pneumonia.
Mr. Fall had been zor intents ana cniiaren, ana see tnat It
to Santa Fe as a delegate to the Re
aar
Bears the
publican convention which nominated
of
Signature
his father to succeed himself In the
in use ror uver au zears.
Senate.
He
not
feel
of
complained
"Have you a tireless cooker?"
Children Cry for Fletcher's Ctttori
"Tea; we are afraid to discbarge ing well bofore leaving Santa Fe, but
to
home
started
his
at Alamogordo .n
her.'
The Stages. .
an automobile.
During the trip he
"What dM they do with The vessel?"
was stricken with chills and fever and
The Fish 8tory.
"First, they buoyed her up and then
Easy. Indeed. Is boastlnar.
on arrival at Carrizozo was removed
manned her."
Is
Harder tha work
they
ahown;
to
a
hospital. His death followed
Lie and the world Ilea with yon
. FUb and you nah alone.
about twenty-fou- r
hours later.
As soon as a man Is elected to offlee
Francisco Lopez, charged with con he begins to work for second
Unreasonable.
spiracy in jail delivery by which his Ration.
"Was the operation successful V
brother, Porflrio Lopez, charged with
"Completely so. It was the most murder, and seven other
Chinese are said to be raking to tko
prisoners esbrilliant demonstration of the operafrom the county jail at Albu alcohol habit
caped
tor's theory possible.
Only one per- querque
Aug. 17, pleaded guilty In the
son appeared to be dissatisfied with
District Court. Porflrio Lopez is still
the results."
'

"Who was

thatr

"The patient's widow."

v

at

'

.

.

e

urer.
Everett

X

baby. Ify kidneys acted toe frequently, the
secretions were scanty
and highly colored, I
had terrible pains in the back of my
head and I felt drowsy all tha tune.
I finally used Doan's Kidney Pills
and soon felt one hundred per cent
better. When I finished the one
box I was entirely cured. The
pains left my back and bead and
my kidneys acted normally. I am
glad to recommend Doan's to other
kidney sufferers."

miles of
Contract let tor twenty-onfederal road at Tucumcarl to cost

severely.
The Republican State Central Com
wlttee elected George R., Craig, chair
man; col. Jose D. Sena, secretary; W.
G. Sargent, vice chairman, and W. D.
Murray, treasurer.
Camp Cody, at Doming, has been
quarantined (or Spanish Influenza, ac
re
cording to official notification
coived at Albuquerque by Acting Food
Administrator H. G. Bush.
Quite a considerable contingent was
added to the quota of the Mounted Po
lice of the state of New Mexico when
Governor Lindsey signed an executive
order appointing seven new members.
It is said by Santa Fe physicians
that several cases of Spanish influen
za have made their appearance in the
city and all persons are urged to ex
ercise great caution.
New Mexico is to be represented at
the meeting of the National Tax Asso
ciation to be held in St. Louis on th
11th of November. Governor Lindsey
has made public the names of the del
egates whom he asked to attend.
In the past month 10,000 acres near
Mountainair and 4,000 acres near Pro
gresso have been entirely freed from
the prairie dog menace, according to
the report made by Clyde Everitt, who
has been in charge of the work.
Governor W. E. Lindsey announced
appointments of notaries public as fol
lows: E. E. Hoagiand, T. E. Landers
and M. H. Campbell of Portales; Rom
an Jaramillo and J. M. Jaramillo pf
Jemez; George Estes, Ricardo Mon
toya and T, F. Chavez of Demlng, and
Cash Ramey and Gus M. Bryan of Clo
vis.
Among tbe New Mexico casualties
are Robert Lowe, Roswell, missing in
action; Fred Davis, Havener, prison
er; James Malone, Alaraogordo, slight
ly wounded ; Harry M. Day, St. Vraln
killed in action; Vernal Hudspeth,
Corona
and Russell F. Hughes
wounded severely.
Officers to serve the grand encamp
ment of Odd Fellows for the coming
year were chosen at an executive ses
slon held at Albuquerque, the meetin;
being brief on account of the influenza
closing order. Tbey are W. J. Howell,
of Raton, grand patriarch; C. L. Dot
son of Silver City, grand high priest;
W. E. Bowen of Hagerman, grand sen
ior warden ; J. R. Whitesides of Albu
querque, grand Junior warden; C. A
uoty or ltosweii, grand scribe, anc
John C. Spears of Gallup, grand treas

hurt

back

killed.

$102,143.

1

had to go to bed aa4
Just felt sick all ov
and waa helpless as a

Mogollon-Magdalen-

ore.
AND COST8 MORI.
One day they cot in touch with
ae young wife of a private in a nearly camp. She had come from the .
West, where everybody works, and, be-ag a stranger here and unfitted by ex
perience and physical condition for
slerlcal employment, was glad to en-- r
Mrs. Officer's employment In tha
toe capacity of "mother's helper." The young private came whenever he was on
leave and everything grooved along
beautifully until one day he bad to confide
. tracer an
w
camp. ,
anxiety in regard to bis wife. He had money enoueh for all
The methods of discipline contrast- expenses, but
Mrs. Officer put an end to his worry rieht there. Bha kn
ed sharply with those practiced in the
mora nhnnt
the case than he did and he was not to worry: a nice room had been emmm)
. other camps of the county, state and
m un oospuai ana everytning was sure to go right which it did.
section, so far as can be learned,
Arter a Dlt tne officer and his wife broueht tha mother and her hnhv home
liar methods never have been applied
to any convict camp In the South, and and waited on her as tenderly as If she had been their own daughter and.
awn, you couiua i ieu wmcn woman owned the baby.
for this reason the success of the sysAll sorts of happy luck can happen to a vouna- counle. bo. naturally. hi a
tem is one of the most striking and
being made a corporal was Just a matter of course likewise the Indorsement
important results of the experiment, of
the baby given by the fellows from camo who cams esneeiaiiv tn ua it
which appears to demonstrate concluBUI1
Is
little foundation
sively that there
The really worthwhile thing about the incident was tha rmndintinn hv
for the belief that negro convicts are
class distinction that puts the misamenable only to the discipline of the offlcer. and his wife of the salted-dowtress a mile above the maid to say nothing- about the eood common apnae nf
"What is the difference
between
locks, schackles and lash.
an army Dig gun wno could see in the young private something more human last year's machine and this?"
In this camp no guard was armed wan an automaton
wouna up to salute.
"The horns have a different sound."
and no convict was shackled; the only

Y

Nwppr

Jno. Bltumke, Jr., SZZi CourtUad
Chicago, OL, says:
down with my back suffering f
lumbago. I walked like an old man,
all beat over. My. back pain
terribly and whan
moved my arms tcy

St,

Union Newi Survtc.

Bast Las Vegas has girl messengers.
Springer farmers report bumper
crop of pinto beans.
Merino farmera are cutting their
fourth crop of alfalfa.
The Demlng cannery, will turn out
800,000 cans of tomatoes. '
Work on new barracks at the State
College la proceeding rapidly.
Fifty convlcta will be placed at work
a
on the
road.
While at wbrk In the mine at Alli
son, Dan Allison was accidentally

duoements of Reward.

Without single attempt to escape,
a average of 40 negro convicts were
maintained tor ten months la the Ful
ton county (da.) honor camp conduct
ed under the observation of the United
State office of public rot da and rural
engineering and the United States public health service. This notwithstand
ing the facta that the convicts were
worked without armed gaurds, with
out exceptional conditions as to hours
of labor, without special rewards or
other unusual Inducements to good
oenavior and with the camp located
near a trolley line and within 11 miles
of the city of Atlanta, from which
most of the convicts were sentenced, a
condition admitted by all competent
authorities to be most unfavorable to
the successful operation of an honor

From All Ovtr

New Mexico

1

Him
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Pithy Kevs Itci?jj

Parted Company.
"Yes," said the stout man, "I went
Into the deal with $10,000."
"And how did you come out?"
"Alone." Boston Transcrlot

large.

Several cases of typhoid fever have
been reported in Carrizozo and officers are taking steps to prevent its
spread. Two deaths have resulted,
both in the" same family, but it is believed that none of the other eases
will result fatally.

A Bad Cough

It a ejected, odea leada to eerioas nulla.
Bafeiuard year health, rtliere year dUuaaa
and aootke your irritated throat by taking
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GOULD City Editor.
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,
Advertising rates on; application at the office. ......
'
matter at the postoffice of Gallup, N.
Entered as second-clas- s
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' The Pick is Mightier than the Sword"

the columns

Should an erroneous statement
ofthis paper, call our attention to it, and due correction
will be made and ample justice cheerfully accorded.
be made in

rules of hygiene be observed;
that is. sleep in well ventilated
air.
RAP1DLT SPREADING rooms, get plenty of fresh
.
and
and exercise'
keep away
crowds.
from
EASY
BUNDOO
PERO V.EAK ANQ
Tanlac is sold in Gallup at the
- FORTIFY YOURSELF
,
Banner Drug Co.
:
A8AINST IT BT TAKING
Oct. 19 26
SPANISH

V

INFLUENZA

.

now seems that practically every state in the Union will be
seriously affected before it runs
'
it its course.
It has not only become a great
menace to the
anrl tprrifvinfr
.......
,V I, ; 1.,.) !c
Ll! U.M ilnlws !f
is
UUU1IV Urallli,
unirao 11 io niiicu
apt to seriously affect the pro-1- ,
ffreSS Of war work in all Its var-or- s
ions departments. Already the
Shipping Board has announced
that ten per cent of its workers
had been affected.
The disease has made its greatest progress in the east where
it has claimed its victims by the
thousands.
Reports from other
sections, however, are equally
alarming; and both civil and mil- itary authorities have warned
the public to take every precau- tion to prevent its further spread
church- .Tn many rities- schools
iL.-- i
!,.,!
j
ana
es,
ineaireuvBuecn tiuos-and public gathering nf all kinds

the fighting
man stands
the coal
miner

ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
In accordance with flic Statute in
such cases made and provided, We
the undersigned, Hoard of. County
Commissioners of the County of McKinley, State of New Mexico,' Hereby Proclaim and give public notice
of an Election to be held in the
several Precincts of the County of
McKinley, State pf New Mexico, on
Tuesday, November, the 5th, 1918, the
object and purpose of said election
is to vote on the proposition to
issue $200,000 of Bonds for art addition to the State Capitol at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, as certified to the
Hoard of Countv- - Commissioners oy
nf SUnte
,1, .. , .1. i., v ... .
iuv
j .
proposed matter to be subhe qmMeA votGrs
Q
tor their adoption or rej'Ciion

tnllows

AN
OF AN ADDICONSTRUCTION
TION TO THE CAPITOL BUILDING AT SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MAKING AN. APPROPRIATION THEREFORE AND PROINDEBTEDBONDED
VIDING
NESS FOR THE PAYMENT OF
THE SAME. AND TO CREATE A
WITH AUTHORCOMMISSION
ITY TO CONSTRUCT AND COM
PLETE SUCH ADDlUOiS. i.
-.
- H P. Nn Sfluomiuiuec c.t,
jiiu. mi
Approved March 13, iw.
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responsible" bidder, upon

thirty

i:4

, '
constitution.
use
to
words
the old
In other
of
prevention
adage,, "An ounce
And
is worth a pound of cure."
condiif you are in
tion the proper thing to do is to
negin immediately to begin to
sub-norm- al

build up your powers of resistance. To accomplish this, noth-

ing on earth will strengthen you
'and build you up like, the powerful reconstructive tonic, which
contains the very elements needin gold coin,
ed by the system to give you be payable
in equivalent in lawful money of
righting strength and ward off or
the United States, on the first day
y
the influenza germ.
of July and the first day of January
the
First of all Tanlac begins its of each .year at the 'office oiof new
one-hal-

-

semi-annual-

-

State treasurer ot the Mate
action by creating a good healthy MEXICO. I UC print ipal Ul yiAlU Iii.'iii3
wholesome,' now shall be made payable to the bearer
aPDetite 'for
.
in ouilH
ri.in nr its rniiivalellt in
ishing food, and assists every lawful money of the United Statev
date, an it
organ of the body to perform its thirty he''years after their
said bonds thai,
sliall
by
provided
thus
helping
natural functions,
they may be redeemed at the option,
to build np health and strength of the. state at any time after ten
-years from their date,. lhe said bonds
r
in a natural way.
bW
e
j
ideal
Tanlac is the
Strengthen- rate of interest, and when and where
interest shall be payable, and
inif tonic for persons who are SUf-- j the
shall be signed by the Treasurer and
tering from the after effects ot(iovcrnor nrt s)ia ))e altested by
and bear the
influenza
erippe or, bronchial the Secretary of Stateshall
be known
sea, of t1e state, . and
thoutroubles and hundreds of
as the ..Capit0, Addition iiuiidinK
of the
sands are using it daily with thei Bonds". The faith and credit
'
is hereby pledged for the proniot
Estate
'
ITlOSt gratifying results.
payment of said bonds and the In- In connection With the laniac Merest thereon as heroin provided, itsli
state shall elect to exercise
treatment, it is necessary to the
rilit to redeem any; of said bonds
keep the bowels open by taking after ten years frqnl their date, and
!

.

I

.

,

,

1

j

1

Tanlac Laxative Tabfefcs;v;,safflr
plea of which are included with
alevery bottle of Tanlac. It is
so important that the every day
i

..
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Bonds

Bonds
MrmHTi

tlIiIIIiI'

1918.

Tawed by lh Cenior. Copyright

Digging In

V

Buy Liberty Bonds and put the 4th Liberty Loan
Over the Top

miKlichprl

!

5..

::';:Y:',:

days

notice, lettine the same in
one entire contract, or portions thereof to different contractors, as in the
be
judgment of the Commission may
most advisable.
It shall be unlawful for
Sec. 2.
any member of such Commission to
become or be, directly or indirectly,
interested in any contract so iei,
or to make any profit, directly or
out of any such contract ;
or to furnish or 'supply, directly or;,,,iirctlu- :mv labor, material or other commodity used in and about
concompleting any such contract orComtracts. The members of such
mission shall be paid their actual and
necessary expenses incurred by them
in and about such work, but shall
receive no further, other or additional compensation.
Sec. 3. There is hereby appropriated out of the State Treasury the
sum of two hundred thousand ($200,-00Dollars, or so much thereof as
may be necessary for the purpose of
iv!nir fur tlip run s t ruct ion and com
pletion of said building, said fund to
be availaoie upon me saic in mi.
bonds hereinafter provided for.
tlio nnrnnf of nrovld- c.. A
for
the erection of said
funds
ing
addition to the Capitol tiuuciing, mere
is herein- - authorized and created a
bonded indebtedness of the State of
New Mexico in the sum of two hundred thousand ($200,000) dollars, and
there shall be issued two hundred
of
(200) bonds of the denomination
one thousand ($1,000) Dollars each.
Said bonds shall bear interest at the
f
per cent
rate of four and
per annum, which said interest shall

E

r

lis.

I!

u

you find yourself tired, weak
and losing flesh, or if you are in
a generally rundown condition,
or if you catch cold easily, this
warning snould be heeded promptly. You are really in great
langer because the germ of this
disease is very catching and you
are apt to fall an easy victim if
you come in contact with the
irerms. People who are well
and strong are not likely to contract the disease because they
The
are able to throw it off.
from
to
common sense way
keep
taking it is to fortify the system
against attack bV building up the

B

Y

-

That for the purpose
and competing an
(rlir(;n(r
.
. c
n..:i.i
addition to the present capuoi duhu
the
New
Mexico,
ing at Santa Fe,
Governor shall appoint three reputforbidden.
able citizens of New1 Mexico, not
Medical authorities agree that more than two of w horn shall belong
to the same political party, as a
people who are weak and run- Commission, with full power and
and
down are the earliest victims of authority to employ anthearchitect,
erection of
let contracts for
to
the of Influenza epidemic. If
tn the lowest and best
Section:

ft

T

new MEXICO:

.

Back up the fighting
man with your money and coal!
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YOU
Doing your
share to
help win
the War?

TAKLftC

According to late reports issued by State and Federal health
authorities the Spanish Influenza
epidemic is rapidly spreading to
all parts of the country, and it

Behind
(4

MSf

Are

MINE COAL and put production Over the Top!
This adv. paid for by the Merchants Bank, Gallup State Bank
and McKinley County Bank

--

for redemption, and if a bond so call,
ed for redemption be not presented
at the time requested it shall cease
to bear interest from and after the
date so fixed for redemption.
;
tntprest r.ouoons shall be
attached to the said bonds and the
said coupons shall be consecutively
numbered and shall specify the number of the bond to which they are atv
tached, and shall be attested by the
lithographed or engraved facsimile
signature of the State Treasurer.
The State Treasurer, when
Sec. d,
the bonds authorized by this Act to
be issued, shall have been; signed,
countersigned, endorsed and sealed
as in this Act provided, shall sell
the same to the highest and lust
bidder, for, cash, upon sealed bids, at
not less than par and accrued interest Notice of such proposed sale
shall be given by the State Treasurer,
by publication, inviting sealed proposals thereon, at a day and hour
stated therein, which said notice shall
lie published once a week for t lire
weeks in some newspaper published
in the State of New Mexico, and a
like notice published in some financial journcl in the City of New York:
the last insertion of such notice shall
be made not less than seven days
before, such date so fixed for such
.

c.

sale.

(75) of said
Seventy-fiv- e
Sec".' 7.
bonds shall bear date the 30th da?

of

1918,

Novi-inbe-

and

seventy-fiv-

e

of said bonds shrill bear date
the ,11st day of May, 1919, and fifty
(50) of said bonds shall bear date
December 3t.t 1919. All of said bond
shall be' sold at the same time and
delivered at the
shall tie issued-antimes and in the amounts as specified
in this Act, and the proceeds" realized
from the sale of. said bonds shall be
turned over to the Stale Treasurer
in advance of maturity, notice thereto be kept by Itiiu in a separate
of shall be given by publication by fund for the purpose of the consthe State Treasurer, in a newspaper truction, furnishing, equipping and
Adpublished in Santa Ve, New Mexico, completing said Capitol Building
once a week for four nuccessive dition.
weeks next prior to the date fixed
(75)

.

'

V

r

-

r

y

;

'

"

"

;

1
"

fo- - construction of said building, the dej
"Sec. S. That to pay the iiMeres this act ; add to. further provide
plans
on said bonds as it shall become a sinking fund for thn beredemption termination, and adoption of thereand there thefefor and the arrangement
of said bonds there shall
due, the State Aud'tor and the State
is
hvJe'l
in
liftrt'liif
its
in(hiring
voucher
and
and
shall
draw
of,
inmrpl
Treasurer shall transfer to the
any of said, bonds the proper form for. the payment of
teract fund, which shall be. used ex- each year after for
ten years after all indebtedness contracted in and
shall have run
clusively for such purpose, all the
'during' each year about said work and building on'
derived from lands belonging the date thereof,
tha State Auditor, and the State
to the state which ware granted to any of said bondsall are outstanding
property in the Auditor shall draw his warrant on
the state by. Act of Congress, entit-of an annual tax on
.State Subject to taxation for state the State Treasurer for the payment,
led "An Act to (uablt the pe'oide
the'Stale-Treastire- r
shall pay the
Nev Mexico to form a constitution purpose, sufficient in addition to and
sale of same on presentation thereof out of
and State government and be admit- moneys derived from,forthesuch
the funds realized from the sale of
purted into the Union on an equal foot- said lands and held
State, approved pose, to pay the principal of the said' bonds hereby authorized. "
ing with the original
Sec. 13.
The members of such
at maturity.,.,.,.
June 2Htli, 1910 " "Kor 'Legislative, said bonds
for the Commission shall qualify
Sc. 10. That the taxos
Executiv e and Judicial, public holdinterest and ultimate the. oath required by other state ofings heretofore erected in said Terri- payment of the
and
in redemption
erected
payment of said ficers and shall hold their offices
be
hereafter
to
or'
tory,,
collected until the completion of said Addithe proposed States, and for the. .pay- bonds, shall be levied and
in
for cause, by the
ment of the bonds heretofore or here- at the same time and are. the same tion unless removed,
levied and Governor, and in case any vacancy
after issued therefor", which said manner as other taxes
.income ihall be applied toward, the collected in the state for other pur- shall occur in said Commission, the
said poses, which funds provided, for the Governor of the State shall fill such
liquidation of the interest on fund
redemption of said bonds shall be vacancy in the same manner as oth-- ,,
bonds, and to create a sinking
in a fund for that purr vacancies in .state offices are.
for pavnient of the principal there- kept separate
filled. When such building is compose bv"11. the State Treasurer.
of. ,
The said Capitol Build- pleted the architect employed by such
Sec.
To provide for the paySec, 9.
ment of the interest on the. bonds ing; Addition shall bv.. not less than Commission shall file with the SecUsucd pursuant to this act there shall two stories high, not less than one retary of State copies of the plans
long and and specifications for said building;
.rf i bprehv 'iiunosed and hundred and fifty feet and
shall and when said building is completed,
feet wide,
levied during each year any of said; seventy-fiv- e
bonds shall be outstanding, on all be erected at the south end of the it shall be inspected by the GovCapitol Building, and not ernor, State Auditor and State Treasproperty in the State sunjectto tax- present
ation for State purposes, an annual more than fifty feet ': distant there- urer, and if found to be in accordance with the plans and specificatax sufficient to produce a sutn equal from, and Inshall be so arrangedof that
the tions, it shall be accepted.
the second story
to one year's interest on all such the light
Sec. 14.
This act shall be subbonds then outstanding, less the present Capitol Building shall not be
mitted
shall
be
such
to the people of the State of
readdition
and
shut
off,
the
State
in.
amount
treasury
New Mexico for their ratification
ceived by' wav of income, from the 'connected with the present Capitol
the next general election to be
laud belonging to the State granted Building oii the ground floor by a at
held in the month of November. A.
bv ad of Congress as stated in sec- passage way properly constructed,
D., 1918, and all ballots at said election 8 hereof ; and to provide a sink- according to the plaits and specifithe architect,- and, said tion shall have printed thereon and
ing fund for the payment, of the cations, of
be as mar fireproof at the end thereof the words "For
principal of said bond the State, Addition shall
Treasurer shall retain and use for as it is possible' to make it, "d when the, Capitol Booid Issue",, and in a
such purpose all the proceeds de- completed shall be '.occupied. by. the separate Jine, under the .same, the '
words
rived from (lie sale of' the 'land so State Library, State SuuremV Court Bond "Against the: Capitol Additio'n
Issue'.' Opposite said lines
all offices connected therewith,
and
the
for
the
purpose
State
to
granted
there shall be a square in which the
Attorney General.
in. this act stated, which said pro- and the 12.
The said Commission voters may make or stamp a cross
Sec.
ceeds, or so much thereof as mayfull
have
exclushall
he
shall
power and authority to indicate whether they vote for or
applied
be necessary,
ll e to do any and ail acts deemed
li
t
of
uatmii.Ht
ir.anrA
.......
Continued to Page 5
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Endorse Defense Council

lifers!
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We endorse and appreciate the earnest and faithful work of the members of the state and county councils
ot defense.
We heartily endorse the action of
the state Counoil of Defense, Gover
nor LJndsey, Attorney General Patton,
the Bernalillo county Council of
the Rotary and Kiwanis clubs of
Albuquerque, the Lick the Kaiser club

A

e,
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Eddy county, and the patriotic
newsdealers and citizens in New
Mexico in trying to prevent the circulation in this state of the
and
Randolph
publications of William
Hearst.
We commend the course of the New
York state democratic convention in
denouncing Hearst and. Hearstlsm and
every person and publication seeking
to Justify the sinking ot the Lusltanla
and the German policy of assassina
tion by submarine, which action is
in marked contrast with that ot demo
cratio leaders and of the democratic
convention in New Mexico, which en
dorses Hearst bv nominating for Uni
ted States senator and justice of the
supreme court two of his most ardent
supporters ana apologists.
We denounce as unpatriotic and
disloyal the attempt of the democraby false
tic, party of New Mexico,
statements and malicious insinuations
in its platform resolutions, to dlscred
It the state and county Councils of
Defense, which are Important paru
of the war organization of the nation
and which have been working faithfully to carry out the orders of the
president and the Council of National
Defense and to enable the people ot
New Mexico to do their full part for
the vigorous prosecution of the war.
Endorse Urleo lloport.
We particularly denounce the insin
uation in the democratic platform
against the integrity and good faith
of Hon, Charles R. Brlce, state dis
HERBERT F. RAXNOLDS
bursing agent in charge of the public
defense fund, and member ot the exe- Judge of the second judicial district court for the past seven years, and
Republican candidate for Justice of the State Supreme court.
cutive committee of the Council of
Defense, the only one of the demo
of
the
crats appointed as members
council who had the patriotism to re
main on the council and perform his
duties; whose published financial re
port clearly showing the expenditures
l.y the council and loans to farmers,
was discredited by tne
democratic
platform resolutions, a report whichof
shows that less than
By WILL II. HAYES
the seven hundred and fifty thousand
Republican Nutloiutl CommitUw)
(Chairman
used
has
been
up
dollars appropriated
to the end of the last quarter, inciua-In- e
Reprinted from tlie Forum, August, 1918
loans to farmers and agricultural
(By Permission of the Forum Publishing Co.)
supplies on hand, and that only Jl,-3- 5
was used for salaries and expenses
of members of the council.
Equal Suffrage.
of the citizens of the preparation for the solution of the,
The
The republican party of this state, United majority
States are Republicans, be problems immeasurable in their comand
encourageunstinted
gives
individual prosper plexity and magnitude which wi
praise
cause the
ment to the patriotic women of this ity of this greatest
nation has been aeveiopea come after the war. We propose tt
state and of the United States, who under the policies for which the Re- bring the government back to the lim-- ,,
are carrying the burden of necessary publican party stands and which it itations and principles of the constipreparations for our fighting forces has carried out at all times when the tution in time of peace, and to estaband have given their services lh all direction of affairs has been under lish policies which again will bind up
kinds of labor, whether it be in tne Its control, and because of the confi- the wounds of war, renew our prosUed Cross, munition factory or the dence In the future which that record perity, administer the affairs of government with the greatest economy, m
unceasing labor which they are perwarrants.
forming in connection with their doThe
party is the party enlarge our strength at home and Jf
mestic duties, and we pledge the re- of the Republican
for
use
no
abroad, prevent the further spread of
future or there is
of
publican party to the enactment
Our past record ot fifty undue socialistic tendency toward fed
the
party.
sewill
legislation in the state that
of achievement Is the best guar- eral ownership of all the creation a
cure for working women proper pro- years
to the country of our future distribution of wealth as a panali
tection and facilities and just com- antee
for every real and fancied ill of sofulfilment, but it Is only on our future
enwe
and
their
for
labor,
pensation
our usefulness will de ciety, and to set the nation's feet one
that
fulfilment
more firmly on the path ot progrex
dorse the National Woman's Suffrage pend.
amendment now pending in congress;
and along ways which liberty ant
which
has
this
To
Republicanism
state
our
must ever guard and preserve
favor
we
also
and
amending
Is and undoubtedly
win remain, order
Let me emphasize what our first
constitution so as to give women equal been,buslc
exnational'
our
of
element
the
purpose signifies. It means, priir
suffrage with men.
istence, we appeal In this campaign ily, that at this moment, the gr
Eight-HoDay.
1918. We do not shift our essen
of
of all the crises in our history,
We favor the enactment of a law tial policies to meet events, but events the
Republican party finds th
by the legislature of this state for an must be molded by a dominant
trol of the government in other
eight-hou- r
to meet the needs of the it
day for labor. The repubsinks deeper into the soul
lican party has always been a friend nation in 1918 as thoroughly as In thestill
nation In becoming the domina
of labor and by wise and beneficent 1898 or 1861.
war party, pledging ourselves to gl
laws lias made it possible for the laThis is a broad and simple program. the last
of our blood and our treasui
On it our party firmly stands. I make If necessary, to win the war a
boring man to receive the highest
compensation paid labor in any coun- these suggestions of our more spe- win It now. We pledge ourselve
try in the world. The most potent cific purposes:
ever against an Inconclusive
factor In this Jias been the protective
(1) To use every possible means And at
every moment of falterii
tariff by which American labor is pro- to win the war now.
the part of those in power, we in:
vicwith
secure
tected against cheap foreign labor.
To
only
peace
(2)
ly pick up the guerdon ot battl'
We point with pride to the untiring tory.
on."
conscientious services of labor during
To begin immediately a sane cry "Carry
(3)
The second phase of our
our present war and commend them
to the highest consideration of the
pledges that we shall not pern
business education of soldiers' de- government to Indulge in an;
government.
promise bargaining of principle,
condemn the pendents and relatives.
We unreservedly
vigilant t,
for the
In view of the necessity for an in- we will stand ever
prosecution of the present war
United
we
any violation of America'n rigAta,
pledge creased supply of fuel in the
purpose of profiteering and
honor
that
terests
would; fc
and
for
our
candidates
to
we
immediately States,
pledge
the republican party
with an inconclusive peace. Vf&t
suppress profiteering wherever it may congress to use their efforts to secure
certain that thLsjJHi
the construction and operation by the pose to make
be found.
United Suites while the railrouds are sacrifice now being made by"
Endorse Prohibition.
shall have as d'
nation
American
of
line
a
government control,
We heartily endorse national war jnder
f railroad from some available point a reward In the triumph of the
the
and
speedy
time prohibition
urge
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe as had the sacrifices made b;
enactment of laws to thut end. We on
railroad to the Sun Juau coal fields, fathers in '98 and by our grandf
This final sacrifice H
favor the ratification of the national which are known to be the largest in
constitutional prohibition amendment coal fields in the southwest.
publican party will prevent
and
pledge
by the incoming legislature
We express our pride and apprecia- a sacrilege. It is peculiarly
the republican candidates for the tion that
the American farmers have and privilege to insure at
We
same.
for
vote
to
the
legislature
met the unprecedented much for our grandchildren
favor and pledge our candidates if successfully
The third suggestion emUacei
of our armies and peodemands
food
nlnnted to the enactment and vigorous
and those of our allied nations. great constructive purposesXnd
ple,
criminal
of
the necessary
enforcement
Recognizing that farming is the basic peculiarly fitting sense expresses
and penal statutes to render the re- industry
of our country, we favor the renewed Republicanism foci, like,
amendprohibition
cently adopted
enactment of a farm bureau law that old Republicanism, the party Is tL.cv
ment moHt effective and for the sup- the state of New Mexico may
as it always has been essentially
and vice to the
pression of immorality of
with the federal government In structive. These two phases are: v
amendthat
end that the purposes
promoting the prosperity of the farmment may be realized.
(Continued on Next Vwf
ers through such worthy organization.
unwar-tante- d
resent
the
and
We condemn
'.
and malicious attack upon the
.,
people of the state of New Mexico
in
contained in the article published
the North American Review for August over the signature of Henry Wray.
Endorse Ihiilnnge.
We, as citizens of New Mexico, seeking not alone our local advantage but
to
the ,common welfare, and looking and
increased agricultural production
to enlarged opportunity for homes for
our returning soldiers, urge upon the
' .i
national government the inclusion in
now
reclamation
of
land
the program
Immense
being formulated, of theof rich
agriarea within our borders,
cultural lands In the various sections
withdrawn
now
are
of the state, that
from production by reason of overtable conditions;
flow and high-watand we pledge our candidates for the
senate and congress to give their earnest
looking to the prompt
and systematic drainage of such agricultural lands under a national sys4
tem.
State Health Department.
We favor the enactment oi-- appropriate legislation for the creation of
of
an adequate state department the
a'''
,
J
health with ample powers for
safeguarding of the health ofasthea ware
of New Mexico, both
measure to promote the efficiency of
our people for the vigorous prosecution of the war and for the continued
welfare of the' people after a victo)
rious peace, such board of health shall
in respect to schools
be
of. medicine or methods of treatment.
We congratulate the people of New
Mexico that the republican party has
redeemed its pledge of two years ago
to end the wastefulness and favoritlV:
notorism in the use of road funds so adminious under the last democratic
comprehenistration, and providing afor
construcsive and efficient system
highof
maintenance
public
tion and
of
ways and equitable distribution
countroad funds among the several
of

f--

v- -

The republican party of New Mexi
co' through its delegates assembled in
state convention at the city of Santa
Fe on the 1st day of October, 1918, reaffirms its allegiance to, and faith In,
the principles which have borne it to
victory so frequently in the past.
We pledge 'our ail without reservation to the triumphant winning ot the
war for the defense of American rights

and principles and the liberty ot the
world against the aggressions of the
imperial German government. .
We declare that it is the supreme
task of the civilized world to crush
the insolent attempt of German auto
cracy to substitute military dictator
ship for self government and indepen
dent thouarht.
We stand behind our president and
,our government with all our resources
ot men, money ana patriotism lor mo
most vigorous prosecution of the war
iu a vpeeay una cumpieie viviuiy.
We demand that there shall be no
peace without such victory, and that
no peuce terms be ror a moment con
sidered which do not require the un
conditional surrender of Prussian mil
itarism.
We send our greeting to the sons
of the rnnutillc. fiehtimr for the lib
erty of the world on tne Dattie neias
of Europe. We express our pride in
their heroic proof of American valor,
and tiledee to them the preserved in
heritance ot freedom and Justice, for
which they offer their supreme sacrifices, and the utmost measure of reward and gratitude that a free people
may give to those who go forth to
battle for their defense.
We pledge to President Wilson, as
commander in chief or the armies ana
naw of the United States, to General
Pershing, commander of our armies
in France, to Field Marshal Foch,
generalissimo of the allied forces, and
to all the soldiers fighting our battles
"over there," the faithful and loyal
support of every candidate and every
member of the republican party in
New Mexico.
We accept and approve all necessary
grants of power to the commander in
chief to make this nation capable of
every defense, and we approve govthe war
ernmental control during
emergency of every agency of producnecessary to enhance
tion and services
....
tha nnnHllnt lt ftlA
war.
We declare that there is now but
one paramount duty tor every American citizen of whatever political party
to do his utmost to help win the
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ALBERT BACON FALL
Republican candidate to succeed himself as United States Senator.
Is now claiming

inent members

the credit, are promthe republican part-

.of

y-.

We denounce as

..

.

ana

the attempt of certain
democratic leaders to exploit the
of
splendid patriotism ot the people
the United States for selfish or partisan purposes.
war.
We assert that this great world war
We endorse, and pledge the ser- in which the brave men and women
vices of every republican in New Mex- of all nolitical parties in America are
of the
ico to promote the success
offering to sacrifice their blood and
v ourtn
i.oan, aim utruiaio uu treasure is being fought lor nigner
lieriy
confidence thut the splendid patriot- and nobler purposes than merely to
ism of the men and women of New make the United States safe for the
Mexico will carry New Mexico "over democratic party or any of its
'
the top" in this as well as in all other
war activities.
Denounce Free Trade.
we rejoice in .ine giuriuu ircuiu
We denounce the agitation by a
of the" party which has given to the number of democratic politicians, to
nation the illustrious names of Lin- commit the American people to the
Garfield, Blain,
coln, Grant,
doctrine ot free trade at the peace taKoosevelt and Taft. It was ble, which may follow the conclusion
saved
when
it
a party of patriotism
of this war. The people have again
the Union, and it is a party of patriot- and again rejected at the polls the
ism now, and it can never forget its free trade, or tariff for revenue only,
responsibilities to the country it sav nrnnnennda of the democratic party,
ed, and whose honor, and financial because the majority of the people of
Integrity it preserved for more than this nation believed In, as they now
a half century.
believe in, and support a protective
We accept the statement of Presi- tiiriff and will foster and protect home
dent Wilson that the republican party labor, and home Industries, and they
is the war party, and are proud of the will not stand for a policy committing
fact that It was oniy tne eiucieni aim this country at any peace conference
constructive support of the republican or elsewhere, to the free trade dogma
leaders in congress, including our sen- of the democratic party.
ator, Albeit B. Fall, in passing war
the republican party will
measures over the opposition of the beWe believefor
the reconstruction perequired
both
houses,
in
democratic leaders
riod that will follow the triumph of
of.
the
and
the
enabled
that
president
our armies in
just as it was
ficers of the army and navy to mobil- needed at the Europe,
close of the Rebelize our forces and send them across lion, and for that reason, among oththe sea in time to prevent disaster.
ers, we believe that only such candiWe accept the testimony of the tem- dates
should be nominated and elected
democratic
of
the
chairman
porary
to office as are In full accord with
state convention in his keynote speech the republican principles, and capable
the presi- of
that most of the men whom
handling the great problems that
his
dent was finally obliged to call to and
will arise, and must be solved and
war,
to
the
win
In
order
assistance
when the war Is over.
settled
to whose constructive ability, efficienof expense must
No
consideration
are
and
patriotism,
cy
allowed to interfere with the winlargely due the wonderful achieve- be
cltl- ments for which the democratic party ning of this war, and no patriotic
.
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sen will criticise the use of vast sums
of money in carrying on the war when
such money is honestly and Judiciously expended, but there is an imperative necessity for prudence, economy,
and wisdom in such expenditures. We
condemn the inefficiency which caused the squandering of six hundred
and forty million dollars of the peo
pie's money by those placed by this
administration in charge of produc
tion of airplances, as but another evidence of the unfitness and incompetency of the democratic party to conduct the affairs of this nation. When
this war is over, and when the republican party is again restored to power, as it will be, we will demand an In
vestigation, and punishment ot those
who have brought this disgrace upon
the nation.
Denounce Bureaucracy.
We affirm our faith in that great
principle adopted by the founders ot
the republic that this is a government
of laws and that it is vital to the preservation of our liberties that we guard
and maintain that principle against
the insidious forces working in this
country with the support of certain
prominent leaders of the democratic
party to establish the dangerous doctrine that this is a government of men,
a doctrine that is the very loundatlon
of the autocratic imperial German
government.
We declare that the three great
legdepartments of the government, must
islative, executive, and judicial,
be permitted and required to perform
their respective functions as contemplated by the constitution, and that
elected officers must ever be servants,
not masters, of the people.
Endorse Fall's Record.
We point with pride to the career
in the United States senate of our
distinguished citizen, Senator Albert
B. Fall.
At all times Senator Fall
has not only carefully guarded and
protected the interests ot our state and
people, but his counsel and
have been invaluable to the country at large. Senator Fall has been
open and fearless in his advocacy of
principles of right and justice andandin
his denunciation of inefficiency
incompetency wherever found in the
prosecution of the war, and initiating
the same with wise and efficient war
measures. Senator Fall is entitled to
credit for the conspicuous part he has
an
taken in putting the country upon inefficient basis and particularly for
troducing the bill changing the draft
age to include men from 18 to 45
years of age and in securing for boys
between the ages of 16 and 21 the
and
He openly
homestead rights.
fearlessly condemned .the statement
of Senator Jones to the effect that
such boys would be used to defraud
the government by designing persons
desiring to obtain large bodies of
the action of
land. We commend
Senator Fall for his prompt and successful effort in preventing the extension of Indian reservations in this
state, especially the Navajo reservation, which now includes a large portion of McKlnley and San Juan counties, which extension would deprive'
settlers and stockmen of the benefit
Of the homestead
laws of our country, and We heartily approve of the
amendment adopted
by congress
Fall
through the efforts of Senator
of such
extensions
future
prohibiting
reservations unless the same Is done
by act of congress.
T4ndsey.
Strong Endorsement for administraWe heartily endorse the
war
efficient
tion of our able and
ungovernor, Washington E. Lindsey,
der whose administration the resourof the state have
ces and
been wisely and effectively
and used for our
mobilized,
country's defense, and under whose
careful guardianship the public revenues have been wisely and economicalcoly administered. With his earnest
operation and approval the last two
sessions of our republican legislature
have enacted much wise and patriotic
legislation, among which are a Just
and liberal workmen's compensation
law, a law providing the Australian
ballot system safeguarding the purity
and secrecy ot the ballot, a law for
the protection and care of abused, neglected and abandoned children, .a
law creating a comprehensive system for construction and maintenance
of highways throughout the state; a
resolution proposing a constitutional
proamendment providing
ovhibition, which was ratified by anlaws
erwhelming majority at the polls, edufor a broader and more efficient
cational system, and laws providing
ample means and measures for the
:
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Republican candidate for'the National House of Representatives
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ies.We favor the enactment by the

leg-

islature of a law to increase the edufor Judge of the Second Judicial district
cational facilities of the state and pro- Republican candidate
comprising the counties of Bernalillo. McKlnley and t
vide free opportunity schools for the
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The facts are that many of the
states have made much larger appropriations. The following sums were
oy tne states mentioned:
appropriated
Maine

ICI

EP

11,000,000, Maryland, 12,000,-00Michigan, $6,000,000,vMinnesota,
11,000,000, Massachusetts, 12,050,000,
ew nampsnire, ii.uuu.ouo, Pennsylvania, $2,760,000, Vermont, $1,000,000.
The statement In the Democratic
platform that the State Council of Defense, haa expended large sums of the
appropriation for a bulletin used to
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This is a aplendld showing, for which prlaes shaliXoot be thrown aside when
the citizenship of tho State may well peace
retums'Wnc more'.
feel proud. New Mexico would he
Party United forVWarv. ami Hoeonnone the
were it within
',

-'

worse,
the
structlolr-range of legal Doaslbilltv to continue
I have traveled from coy18' to ooast,
Honorable Robert P. Ervien as the Md throughout the staleyuand It
trustee for the administration of the seems very clear that the partyX Issues are the Issues of the majority
public lands of this state.
Harmony, cooperation and absolute of the American people, for today I
on
or
caA
tne
part
every Repubsay with an absolute certainty of
oyaity
lican Is the keynote of this eamnahrn, Hfnowledge gained from firsthand In
No good Republican will seek office formation that the great KepuDllcan
at the hands of this convention for party stands and is united as the party
selfish motives or personal gain. Every normally equipped to win the war now
good Republican will prepare himself and to support and stand by the great
to make any sacrifice to make this principles for which the war is being
ooming campaign one of absolute and fought. The party is willing, is able,
complete victory, because it will be and intends to establish and preserve
a victory, not only for New Mexico, them.
but it will be a victory which will turn
There is no dissension in the Repub- -'
the tide In favor of a Republican pre- lican party on this point. We are not
ponderance in the Senate and House holding back. We are not playing
of Representatives, so that victory will politics. We support with every ounce
mean that the Democratic members of our power the purposes of the na
of the House and of the Senate in tion. We regard thlB bb the war or
charge of important Committees, who the whole people. We denounce In
are at the present time occupying the efficiency, dishonesty, weakness and
position of obstructionists and embar- - every influence, whether political or
assing the administration at Washing economical, thut might postpone the
ton, will be supplanted by a more
day of victory.
force, who will energetically
We 'do not indulge in meticulous"
aid the President of the United States criticisms. We do not allege specific
In bringing about complete success of dishonesties or disabilities, except as
the earliest possible moment, and they may become unalterably and un- thereby, be in a position to Intel!!
eviueni in uue nine. uur
gently meet and solve the problems aeniaDiy
to the party temporarily
- opposition
coming after the war.
in power is based on far broader
grounds and attacks balfic principles,
not superficial inequalities or acci- THE REPUBLICAN dents.
This is no time for' little

embarrass the Administration and its
conduct of the war. and that anyone
connected with the Council of De
fense refused access to its files or
records to the Democratic State ComFallow Republicans:
Yesterday
mittee, or to anyone else, Is utterly
Bulgaria laid down ita arms. It Is the
false. No one can be found to sub
first great victory of this war. We are
I stantiate this statement. The mem
living In an age of victories, victories
bers of the Resolutions Committee
wnicn are costly but well worth the
say that they had no authority for It
price: victories which will be long reexcept the Keynote Speech of Mr,
membered and go down into history
Field.
m
10 remain until time is no more.
The New Mexico War News, pub
This victory will be the means of
lished
weekly, at reasonable expense,
Btowlnff UDon mankind
used as are like publications by
is
ireedom and liberty never before
other State Councils of Defense, to
dreamea of until the founding of the
give official publicity to orders and
I
principles or true representative dem I
instructions from the President, the
ocracy, as exemplified by the Declar
council or National Defense, the Com
atlon of Independence and the Const I
mittee on Public Information, the
tutlon forming the ground-wor- k
for
Provost Marshal General, the heads
tnia glorious government under the n
i or ship building and other depart
stars and Stripes.
menu
of the Government, including
There can be no issue in this coun
tnose or tne Fuel and Food Administry between the great political parties
and in publishing general intrations,
as to loyalty. Botn Republicans and
formation for the benefit of the peoDemocrats, as party organizations, are
ple on all subjects conneced with the
aDsolutely loyal to the Government
war.
POSITION.
loyal to President Wilson as the Com
things. The world is on fire.
This puper is sent out "to all State
mander-in-ChiHowever, let me especially empha
of our military and
to
and
the
National
from
County
officials,
(Continued
Preceding Page)
size one cardinal thought which in
naval forces. We are all heart and
all
of
and
State
Councils
and
Defense,
soul in favor of winning the war, and
Preparation for peace, and (b) a prop spires the renewed Republican party.
to all County and Community Coun- er
and just restriction of the present That is this: War time is no time
possible mo III
winning it at the earliest
cils in this State, and a number of socialistic
ment. We are all- - American citizens, III
tendency in our govern to forget proper political differences.
sent
to
are
unit
copies
every military
to the end that while we fight Above all times, the moment when
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Attorneys at Law
Practice In All Courts Of
New Mexico and Arizona.

Cut Flowers

nF.RTAKING PARLORS
With Chapel for funeral services
W1V"a
V, KULiblli, proprietor anu
Funeral Director
htate ireasuici.
m
Sec. 17. AH acts. ann pans
nn
in
ii.
nfAi'ic
mis
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KINLEY CUUINI

It won t be long then until you
can have your own business.

Antonio

vfp.
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the duly

JENKINS DRUG STORE

Edmund R. French
Lawyer

I

111 Coal Avenue

Member Bar
Supreme Court United States
Supreme Court New Mexico
Office 205 Coal Ave.
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be a
you ever expect to
leader in affairs you must practice frugality and foresight now.
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hereunto set my hand,
Third
affixed the Great Seal of
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Office
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(SEAL) the
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.. .
at Santa
Phone No. 95
Fe the State Capital, this
twelfth clay oi September,
'
Dr. E. Park Sellard
A"
aNTOXU)
Registered Optometrist
.
Secretary of State,
and Seal of the latest equipment for properly
'
this
testing eyes.
Board of'Coiinty Commissioners,
of October. ivk;
Postoffice Building
Vol? day
XT
NF.llMAN. Chairman,

Mexico,
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If you will save a
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counter is some
Thirty years behind the prescription
assurance that your prescriptions are safe in our
doctor ord- hands, and you get just exactly What the
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Jewelry, .Cut Glass
Silverware

New Coal Price
...

Because of government
orders coal will sell at
$9.00 for 300O lbs.
We sell only Gibson pure
lump coal, over 4 inch

-

'

articles that

'

High class ware and
will fit every need in the gilt
line. A beautiful stock of precious stones of every description.
WATCH REPAIRING a specialty. Watch inspectors for banta
Disc
Fe R. R. Edison Diamond

'I

.

i'l

phonographs speak for

L

H

W

D.

"Attest:

HERRERA.

ATTORNEYS

Clerk.

Wurm & Burke

In the District Court

Jewelers

Plaintiff
vs.
Nettie Dickens

Thomas M. Dickens

Cleaned and Pressed $1.75

.

Expert

SS

f

of silks and satins laces

and

all

other

fancy garments.
work guaranteed satisfactory
We call and deliver.
Brazos and Brazos Proprietors.
Phone No. 205
207 Coal Ave.

'
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Hudson

Super-Si-

x

M.
Gallup and Santa Fe. N.

Notice of Suit
In the District Court

No. 9b
Mexico.
New
McKinley County,
The Gallup State Bank
(A corporation)
Plaintiff

Square Deal Market

Where Cleanliness and The Square
Deal Rule
CELEBRATED H0UMA OYSTERS, FRESH FISH,
FRESH and SALT MEAT.
FOR
ONLY FAT HEALTHY STOCK KILLED
MEAT.
OUR TRADE, ASSURING TENDER
Phone No. 85 For Prompt Delivery Of Meat.

.

Fred Meyer, Prop.

PIANOS OUR SPECIALTY
Why take chances on your piano?
We have patent steel, mover with heavyJ,ironIrollers.
to break
Our Auto Trucks are safe. We guarantee not
or scratch or drop your piano.

afr

n

F.

V.

Meyers
Clerk

MATLOCK TRANSFER
Phone 199
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New and Second HandjStore
North 3rd- - St. of bridge
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kinds of Household Goods
Furniture and Miners' Tools
Second hand goods bought
sold and exchanged. . .
J. Peternel
.:;;!
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.
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GALLUP COLD STORAGE
COMPANY

LAW

Defendant.
VS. ' ..
named Defendant:
Above
the
To
'
No. 1007
H. R. Conklin, Defendant.
You are hereby notified that a To the Defendant, H. U. Conkin lin, Greeting:
,
suit has been filed against you
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the said Court and county
in
been
brought
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nftinn
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entitled
above
for
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,.,wh the said
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an absolute divorce, on
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and
grounds of abandonment
accruing upon two certain
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for the
notified that unless you enter or promissory notes each
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cause to enter your appearance sum of $10,000.00,
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nn or before the 29th. 1917, and due six montns
III saiu police
date, with interest thereon
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The World's Largest
falling Car
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Notice of Suit
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McFIE, EDWARDS & McFIE
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of
State of New Mexi;o, County

Pressers
Gallup Cleaners and
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McKinley.
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The local draft board has been
called on for ten men for army
service. Owing to the epidemic
here the men will not oe sent until further notice as it was not
considered wise to send out a
from here while
nf "
UW J v. mm
conditions are so serious.
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tire early yesterday morning

whichdestroyed a shedjat the
Adams trading
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rear of
store destroyed seven wagons.
The department put the fire out
before it had opportunity to
spread to nearby buildings.
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efforts of our brave soldiers and sailors may : m sue- ,,,v
cessfu).
We. will be glad to take your subscription for FOURTH
LIBERTY. LOAN BONDS. ,
:rl
:..

KEEP j WARM! r -Conserve your coal and
get more heat by using a
Wilson Hot Blast, heater.
We have all sizes.

Hie Mf IMley SSfii
'

siM

5

;ij
H3

'

These cool mcmiiijp
wheat cakes and syriip. Ve Have
buckwheat flour imd plenty of rhcpel
and other choice table syrupi If you
like breakfast food with your coffee
we have Rolled Oate, Cream of
Wheat, Corn Flalies, Cracked Vhieat,
Puffed Rice and
Wheat Biscuits, Grape Nuts. A large
variety fron which to select. Staple
groceries and canned goods irir choice
brands. Everything fresh and clean.

tm

ORGANIZED

Hardware Furnitare
it"
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By

New Mexico
, v
Whereas, a vacancy, exists in
me omce oi senator in the County of'McKinley, the same being
the seventh fwmatnrial
Hiotrif
aw w v v nf
w
.
the State of JNew Mexico, caus-t'l.
. ed by the death of the late John
A. Gordon, the duly elected Sent, tor from said District; and
mm
WHEREAS, the term of office
lor wnicn saia Jonn A. uordon
was elected does not expire until
the 3lst day of December: 1920;
'..,:and

'IT

,

.

-

1

mm SSI

.

Antonio Lucero
Secretary or State
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.

Per;.;.,

Adolph P. Hill

.
'
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Ass. Sec.
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don't buy a new range
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HawiiP!:i,thi.F-:ii,if-

The U. S. Government must
have metal for ship, munitions, guna. Help win the war
by helping to
ave iron and steel- -

,

,

lS

The Nation's
needs come first

,

Whereas, under the Constitution and laws of the State of
New Mexico, it becomes and is
now necessary that an election

.

iiil

'fi..' .'ii

.

be had and held to fill said v cancy, and in order that the el
ectors of said senatorial district
may choose some qualified person
to fill the unexpired term of the
(said John A. Gordon a Senator
from said District:
Now Therefore, I, W. E.
LINDSEY Governor of th State
of New Mexico, by and under
the authority in me vested, do
hereby proclaim and call an election in said , senatorial District,
consisting of said County of Mc- Kinley, to fill said vacancy in the
office of Senator from said Dis
trict, and I do hereby acDomt.
fix; and Hesirnst.P TUESDAY.
THE FIFTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, IN THE YEAR OF
OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND
NINE HUNDRED AND EIGHTEEN, as the time and day for
holding and having said election
ami that eairl ploptinn ht harl anrl
held in accordant1? with, and in
the manner prescribed by, law.
Done at the Executive Office
this the 16th. day of October, A
D. 1918. Witness My Hand and
The Great Sea) of the State of
New Mexico.
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The home of high class groceries

Edward Hart
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LEND NOW
The Fourth

2

liberty Loan Bond Sale' Closet Tonight

Again the Government comes to the people of the wuntry

with the request,'

their momey and lend it upon a more liberal scale than ever be-- ..
fore in order that the great war for the rights of America and the liberation of
the world may be prosecuted with "eveMncreasing vigor to a .victorious conclus

that they

lend

WO0DROW WILSON, President and

ion.

Ambulance Service
Night 103

Phone 68

Commander-in-Chie-

f.

LEND
i you've a neart Deaung witiun you ana you viave ;naven
Listen to the lads in the shell torn trenches calling to YOU!
V
"Send more planes!"
"Give us more powder!"
T
,T
"Don't forget, we're fighting for YOU!"
iani

Town Calls $5.00
L Stewart

,

t

your
"

,

George Kraker's family, the
three members who were ill are
all able to be up but still very
weak from the illness but on the
'
to recovery.

J.

Mrs.

R. McFie has been in

Santa Fe for the past ten days
caring for her daughter Amelia

Lend Uncle Sam every dollar you conveniently can-- - then start anew and lend
him your last available coin.
rv ;
.

who 'has been ill, but is now
somewhat improved, ' Miss McFie had gone to Santa Fe to asLink Miss Lepra Raillard who
T. E. Purdy who has been
sist in child welfare work; of
few 'days is
was sick the
brother-in-lavery ill for a few days is now on better as her past
Lansing
fever has left her which her
mend and able to be up and
Bloom is an acti vie worker.
and she is on the mend.
around his home.
' Palmer Ketr.er who for the
Found
The two daughtersof Mr. and
yearling boar, . red
200 pounds.' Found
about
is
better.
recovMrs.
are
has
Thomas
Leaden
been
ill
week
weighs
past
Zuni
Mts.
in
both
few
in
from
were
to
sufferers
and
a
They
Inquire John Ra
hopes
days
ering
"' ''.;.
dosovitch.
".
influenza the past week.
be back at his store.
?r
Nov.
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onleM you mart, rut tne old
rknfc in good repair, and get along
with it another yeai. If you can't,
then buy a Majcttic the taoge that
(ul becaeaa it ia
aavci lood becattM it bakaa right,
repaira becauae it it built of
umtrtaiabte nuUUate im tmtt nut'
mutmg durmal irm.
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LEND
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Man! 'As you sit this night with your family about you, REMEMBER, it's
the lads Over There who are keeping a peaceful roof o'er your head and a hearth J

Prcpar Food

I!o

lilt Iijht, nourihing,

We

Vesy Ecc2ntiaK
wholcccxne food.

have a large variety to cclcct from.

Oct canned and prepared foods are the best that we can set
L!any artcles that will make dainty,

Plenty of fresh fruits and

appetSj
ve$tst!s.

Cxhes

"

a nun. ivu wvu i, xuict uutb
IlUUr IIBUS t.nOe
have paid the supreme sacrifice that you and yours may be FREE!
uiisuiucu

wy me

uwi

vj.

I

's
Man! Out of the inferno of
Land, high above the scream of the
cleath-filled
shells and the cannon's
roar, comes a cry for Help for the Help
'
:
of your dollars,
j
, '
front-line
The boys in the
trenches can not win the war without" you.
Are you an American, or will you turn a deaf ear to that 'cry for H E L P ?
No-Man-

.

,

This space contributed to the winning of the War by the 74 members of the

Republican State Central Committee
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L. G. Shanklin

A PROCLAMATION
the Governor of the State ol

v.
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Do

--

j

,

what you can do today.
not put off untij
Our country requires many billions' foi war,'' that the
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MAKE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
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